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Ode to the Claremont
by a guest

'Tis true the world embraces
A multitude of places
(The vacation lists one faces
Make that fact very plain),
But for fun and recreation
And the joy of a vacation
We refer you to the Claremont
In the State of Maine.
The veranda there where one gets
The glory of the sunsets,
The fog that just for fun wets
The sailors out too late,
For tramping all together,
In days of crisping weather,
There is no place like the Harbor,—
Southwest, we beg to state.
And, as fine wine kept and treasured
By its worth in years is measured,
So our Claremont in its leisures
Fifty years hath now a strain
Of new richness, fine perfection.
Connoisseur, to your collection
Add a summer at the Claremont
In the State of Maine.
Written on the occasion of the 50th anniversary.
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The Claremont's main building rises above the pines at the center of this aerial
portrait of Clark Point from the south looking up Somes Sound to the north.
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Back Cover: The Claremont Hotel
as it stands today.
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Deacon Henry H. Clark (top) rounds the Clark Cove Road in his buggy,
with the help of a young assistant at the reins. (Rand photo, circa 1892).
The imposing building, nicknamed The Castle, is Deacon Clark's
Pemetic House as it looked in 1890. (Rand photo)
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Welcome to the Claremont
They seek for happier shores in vain
Who leave the summer isles of Maine
John Greenleaf Whittier
Almost certainly it was Mount Desert the poet saw in his mind's eye as
he wrote these lines in the 1880's. For, like so many of his 19th century
New England contemporaries, Whittier had made more than one summer
journey to Maine's largest island. Such visits, in those days before and after
the Civil War, were the "thing to do" among the artists and writers of the day.
This pattern of discovery is familiar and constant: it is the creative
spirits, the non-conformists, the landscape painters, the poets and play
wrights, the novelists and sculptors who so often spend their holidays and
summers in remote rural environments to refresh their souls and recharge
their creative energies. The artist's colony is an ancient aspect of human
behavior and it was landscape painters like Thomas Cole, Frederick
Church, William Hart and others who were the vanguard that "discov
ered" Mount Desert Island's breathtaking vistas and returned to New York,
Boston and Philadelphia with sketches and glowing reports.
By the 1870's, the island the artists had pioneered had become a sum
mer favorite of a much broader slice of seasonal visitors from the cities of
the northeast. Doctors, lawyers, clergy, merchants, bankers, brokers, school
teachers and university professors travelled with their families and domes
tic staffs for summer stays that often stretched from late June through
September's luminous first weeks.
One of the first of those summer visitors was a Harvard undergraduate
named William Lawrence. With his classmate, Francis G. Peabody, young
Lawrence left Longwood, his family home in Brookline one June evening
in 1870 and boarded an overnight Boston & Maine train for Portland. The
next morning, the pair booked passage on the side-wheeler steamer
Lewiston for Bar Harbor.
As he later described that first of fifty-five years of arrivals on the
island, Lawrence wrote: "Those were primitive days for Mount Desert. As
we had steamed along the south of the island, touching at Southwest
Harbor, there were only farms and forest. The mountains were grim and
rugged and as we skirted the shore, thick masses of short spruce ran down
close to the water and there was no sign of human life....
"There were no fences, no lawns, no gardens or estates. The whole
island was ours, and we, a company of boys and girls, with just enough
older people to keep us in order, owned it all—
"Of green vegetables there were practically none, but lobsters were two
cents a pound. As but little ice was cut, the meat was cooked and eaten
soon after killing. If one wanted a tender steak, he hung it deep down in a
cool well for a few days. Nothing but flannels were worn by either sex;
although calico appeared on hot days. Two or three years later, a young
woman essayed a black silk shirt, but she was taboo. The enthusiasm of
our group the following winter was so great as to irritate all our friends in
Boston; and many of them especially the elder, thought Mount Desert a
vulgar and rowdy place because young men and women walked the
mountains unchaperoned, and young women swung their arms when they
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walked. In the city in those days young ladies held their hands before them
while walking."
That same year, when William Lawrence first encountered the island
that was to play such a lasting role in his life, and his children's and
grandchildren's lives, other events in Southwest Harbor took an important
step along the path that would, a few years later, lead to the birth of the
Hotel Claremont.
For it was in 1870 that Deacon Clark made the decision to build a guest
cottage alongside his Island House, Southwest Harbor's only hotel. Dea
con Clark and his family owned most of Clark Point, the narrow finger of
glacial soil and Maine granite almost due south of the entrance to Somes
Sound, the spectacular body of water that all but divides Mount Desert
into eastern and western halves. Gouged many fathoms deep by Ice Age
glaciers, Somes Sound is said to be the only true fiord in North America. It
has offered safe anchorage and access to fresh water to sailors and explor
ers since Champlain's voyage of 1604.
Some 200 years after Champlain, Ebenezer Eaton, a Congregational
preacher from Sedgwick, Maine, was offered $250 a year to preach at the
Mount Desert church. In October of 1803, Rev. Eaton bought 270 acres of
land, including all of what was to become Clark Point in Southwest Har
bor. Some time before 1850, the point became the property of Deacon
Henry Clark who built a home there as well as a wharf and other outbuild
ings which were to house several of the community's commercial enter
prises, including a cannery.
During the mid-1850's, as travellers and a few summer visitors disem
barked at the Clark wharf and needed a night's lodging, the Deacon
opened his home to the occasional visitor. As their numbers continued to
increase, the Deacon's home became the Island House, Southwest Harbor's
first hotel. By 1870, the demand for rooms was steady enough to persuade
the Deacon to add the Island House Cottage to his growing hostelry. Those
holdings more than doubled in size when, in 1878, the energetic and enter
prising Deacon built the Pemetic House, a three-story structure of more than
30 guest rooms.
The Clark Point wharf from the southwest. The Claremont House roof rises
above the pines from its hilltop site, (circa 1894)

The Captain Jesse H. Pease.

The Captain's wife, Grace Clark Pease

The Pease Years
The growing influence of summer visitors on the island economy came
one year after Deacon Clark's niece, Grace, then 29, married an older man
of 41. He was Capt. Jesse H. Pease, a native of Rockland, Maine, and mas
ter of the schooner Caroline Grey. The four decades of Capt. Pease's life were
among the most active maritime years in Maine's long saltwater history.
"For those were the days," as Maine's poet laureate and Pulitzer prize
winning author Robert P. Tristram Coffin has told us, "when every front
door yard along the Maine coast did not stop at the sea's edge, but went
right along down the earth's curving sides and took in the great fireflies of
a Javanese night and the windy escarpments to the ends of the earth at
Cape Horn. Every Maine man of the coast was a citizen of the big world,
did business in Genoa and Leghorn and Calcutta, rowed ashore to Cadiz in
a smart Yankee boatload of clean and shining men, and came home again
with fine furniture and stuffs and china dishes bought at the four corners
of the globe.
"A State of Maine man lived a life in the round, in long straightaway
lines which turned to circles and brought him home clean as a die. Their
seagoing homes sailed everywhere. The lonesomest wastes of the Pacific
saw Yankee captain's wives paying calls and drinking tea with one another
as their ships stood hove to in spells of fair weather. Gossip of little Maine
hamlets ripped out under coconut fronds in the velvety heat under the
Line. Wives mended their husbands' trousers after an afternoon at the
palace of the Doges in Venice."
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Southwest Harbor was one of those hamlets and Grace Clark Pease was
one of those wives. A rather prim, small, strong-willed and always meticu
lously dressed woman, Mrs. Pease looked even more fragile alongside her
sturdy, dark-bearded, tall and imposing husband, easily recognized as a
seafaring man, accustomed to exercising authority and shouldering the
life-and-death responsibilities that come with a captain's place on the
bridge of a sailing vessel thousands of miles from home.
And when the couple did return home, there was Clark Point, a kind of
unmentioned dowry that Grace Clark had brought to her marriage to the
handsome sea captain. She had been a fine captain's wife. She had sailed
with her husband, uncomplaining, loyal and every bit as much a sailor as
any man aboard the Caroline Grey. But she was also aware of the bustling,
secure home port that awaited her at Clark Point, fast becoming one of the
busiest waterfronts on the Maine coast. More vessels docked each day at
her father's wharf and there were times when as many as 400 sloops,
schooners, barges and steam-driven side-wheelers crowded into the splen
did natural cove that gave Southwest Harbor its name.
And when Deacon Clark built his Pemetic House, a tall, gangly bar
racks of a building, to house the overflow of summer visitors that had
begun to show up on Mount Desert in ever increasing numbers, Grace
Clark Pease initiated a quiet, but persistent domestic campaign to per
suade her husband that a rewarding and pleasant career might be found
ashore as well as at sea. "After all, Captain Pease," she may well have said,
"it won't be too long before you're 50. A married man that age shouldn't
have to spend his years sailing the world's oceans."
And when the Captain responded with a non-committal grunt, wonder
ing perhaps what he would find to do with his time once he no longer felt
a vessel's quarterdeck beneath his feet, his good wife began to draw gentle
word pictures of a new, shared life as hotel proprietors: a life she had
absorbed as the niece of Southwest Harbor's first and most successful hotel
host and owner. And then there were all the goings-on in Bar Harbor, the
tiny waterfront town on Mount Desert's northeast corner, less than a dozen
miles from Southwest as the crow flies. But in 1878, the place was thou
sands of miles ahead of its island neighbors when it came to attracting
visitors "from away", as the islanders put it.
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The mackerel fleet at anchor in Southwest Harbor, (circa 1895)
Ever since the Civil War had ended, Bar Harbor had been changing
faster than a summer sky in a thunderstorm. For as more and more
visitors like the young William Lawrence returned to cities like Boston
with delightful tales of an unspoiled paradise on an all but undiscovered
island of forest, lakes and mountains off the coast of Maine, more and
more city folk promised that it would not be too much longer before they
made the journey to see for themselves.
And as those dreamers in Boston, New York, Hartford, Philadelphia and
dozens of other northeastern cities began making realistic plans for a
Maine excursion, the men who planned and built railroads and steamships
and livery stables were scrambling to see that the rocketing demand for
public transportation was met. It was not an easy task. For although the
Civil War had spurred the development and construction of railroad tracks
that linked northeastern population centers, the war's strategic thinkers
had never considered the possibility that a remote spot on the Maine coast
would become the region's most popular summer resort.
Railroads responded with more trains appointed with dining cars that
sparkled with chandeliers and gleamed with the snow-white brilliance of
well pressed linens alongside fine china, wine goblets and well polished
silverware. And in 1879, one year after Deacon Clark had named his new
Pemetic House after the name given Mount Desert by the Penobscot and
Passamaquoddy tribes of the Abnaki Indians who had made the place their
own summer resort, a steamboat christened the Mount Desert slid down
the ways at Bath. "Old Mounty", as she came to be called, was kept hus
tling with as many as three round trips a day from Rockland to Bar Harbor
and Southwest.
It was an era when the United States of America appeared to be a nation
without limits on prosperity and progress. The telegraph linked Mount
Desert to the world and the first message sent from Bar Harbor included a
play on "Eden", the original name of Bar Harbor township and one that
stayed in the record books until 1918. Telephone service began in Portland
in 1879 and there were rumors that a new invention called electric light
bulbs might soon replace the oil lamps and chandeliers that lit the public
rooms in the resort hotels that, like mushrooms, seemed to grow overnight.
It was as if the pulse rate of Mount Desert's entire 108 square miles
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The Claremont House is visible on the shores of the cove to north of Clark Point
in this turn-of-the century photograph. On the facing page, the steamer Mount
Desert makes headway across the entrance to Somes Sound.
(Neal photo, circa 1900-1905)
had doubled and the island hurtled toward its future at a new and some
times frightening pace. There was the sense among the island's 2,000
residents that they would be left behind if they failed to capitalize on the
host of new opportunities generated by their homeland's rocketing
popularity with visitors from away. "Rusticators" was the name they
gave those visitors and from the Civil War's end until well past the turn
of the century, rusticators preoccupied the islanders and their commerce.
Certainly Mrs. Jesse Pease remarked to her Captain that not just one
but all four of the Higgins brothers—Stephen, Albert, Charles and Sam—
had exchanged their offshore careers for the chance to each build his own
Bar Harbor hotel. And build them they did, adding four Higgins hostelries
to the dozen already there.
By the time the decade ended and the 1880's were underway, Captain
Pease had planned his final voyage. Like so many other seafarers along the
Maine coast, he began to believe the rusticators' arrival could bring almost
as many rewards as a voyage around the Horn and west to the Orient of
silks, porcelain, teak and jade. In 1882 he officially retired and he and Grace
negotiated with Deacon Henry Clark. On the promise that the couple
would undertake the construction of a large new hotel the following year,
the Clarks turned over about two acres of land on a hill a half-mile north of
the family wharf and other waterfront holdings, including the cannery.
The structure that would be known first as Claremont House was
planned, sketched, revised, sketched and revised again at Captain Pease's
desk, with considerable input from Grace Pease and Deacon Clark. What
emerged were plans for the largest hotel south of Bar Harbor—a structure
that emulated Eden's towering wooden arks with their row after row of
windows that marked in their straightforward rectangular fashion the
design matrix for summer hotels of the 1870's and 80's. They could have
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been called barns with windows, a front door and a porch, or piazza, that
circled the ground floor providing a roof over the heads of those rusticators
who wanted nothing more from their holiday weeks than the right to sit in
their reserved rocking chairs. There they rested, unchallenged and unmo
lested, reading, dozing, rocking and sometimes commenting on the endless
stream of fellow rusticators and new arrivals who passed within their ken.
Claremont House was given a porch by its planners, a classic summer
hotel porch that encircled the building on three sides: west, south and east.
And above the porch, the structure would rise from its spacious ground
floor, towering three stories higher, something like Noah's Ark perched on
Mt. Ararat. This great ark, however, would have a large dormer angling
from the roof's center, framed on each side by a one-window dormer that let
air and light into the building's cavernous attic. More than 10,000 square feet
of space on four floors would be constructed to create 35 rooms on the three
upper floors and a series of public rooms and kitchens on the ground floor.
But it was not its rooms, or its impressive size and height that would
give the Peases' Claremont House its most splendid aspect. That was
granted by the site itself. For the hill that slopes from the site chosen by the
Captain and his lady for their new venture is one of the loveliest on all of
Mount Desert. It is splendidly positioned to make the most of the treasures
nature has spread before it. From its rounded top, the hill's slope drops off
to the east-southeast along a smooth steadily descending grade. A walk
down this slope is effortless; returning, a walker must lean forward, con
scious of the climb, but not stressed by it.

In the early 1900's, the Claremont House dominated the Clark Point landscape.
Ending at the water's edge, the hill overlooks the approaches to Somes
Sound. Turn east and there are hints of the open ocean horizon stretching
to infinity beyond the Cranberry Islands. Look north and northeast and the
bright blade of Somes Sound slices toward the tiny harbor at Somesville
and the very heart of the island. And directly across the water, past the
classic farm buildings on Greening Island, the rise of the hills around
Northeast Harbor locates the village nestled along that shore.
Beyond and above the village, the unique, rounded tops of Mount
Desert's tallest mountains rise, billows of glacial granite swelling from the
forest floor. Among them is the highest peak on the nation's Atlantic coast:
Cadillac Mountain where the earliest rays of the rising sun first touch the
United States. Within minutes the sun's fresh light tumbles down
Cadillac's slopes, streams across Somes Sound and glides up the hill to
bathe the Claremont's eastern porch with the first light of a summer morn
ing. How well the Captain chose. The guests he and Grace planned for
would be among the few able to say "Good morning" at the moment the
day's newborn sun first blesses this nation.
And if those same guests chose to rusticate in their rockers on that
porch until sunset, the entire panoply of the Atlantic, Somes Sound, the
islands and a fluttering parade of sloops and schooners under sail would
glide before them, an endless theater of Maine coast drama produced only
for those fortunate enough to have seats atop the Claremont's splendid
slope—-a shining hill indeed.
Like many couples who decide on a building project, the Captain and
his lady often walked the top of their hill.
After they got to know the lay of their land, they staked the approxi
mate outline of the hotel they saw in their mind's eye. Theirs was an expan
sive vision; their stakes marked a rectangle more than 70 feet long and then
across some 35 feet—more than 2,000 square feet per floor, and that did not
include the winding porch embroidering three ground-floor sides.
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The building Grace and Jesse planned was long from the northwest to
southeast because that was the orientation that exposed most of the
structure to the splendid view that spread and flowed from their hilltop
with vistas so pure they took a person's breath away.
But it was the ground floor with its public sitting rooms and two fireplaces and the informal dining room with its large tables to be shared by
guests that preoccupied the visions of Captain and Mrs. Pease.
The upstairs, well, all three of its stories were for bedrooms, the places
where the guests would sleep, not spaces where they would live. Each
room would have its window, of course. And each would have its bed, a
wardrobe and a washstand that would hold a large pitcher and washbowl
along with a fresh towel or two. Four bathrooms, that would be ample; one
on each floor with tub and toilet. The people who stayed at Claremont
House would be comfortable, but not luxuriously so. Like the quarters aboard
his Caroline Grey, the sleeping spaces at the Captain's Claremont House would
be functional, compact, tightly built and anything but frivolous.
With these decisions made, Captain Pease contacted Edward Glover, a
fellow Rockland native and a boyhood acquaintance of the Captain. He
had begun his building career in a shipyard but had converted to hotels,
shops and livery stables in response to the rusticator avalanche that had
swept across Mount Desert from Bar Harbor to Manset. Ever since the war,
Ed Glover had been adding to his crew of carpenters, plasterers and paint
ers. Over those same years he had learned to apply his shipwright's stan
dards to the buildings he put up and thus had earned a reputation for
sound construction with the finest materials.
In the summer of 1883, after every detail had been checked and re
checked (although changes would be made even as the building went up)
Glover and crew went to work. On a foundation of granite cut at Hall's
quarry a few miles north and brought along the Somes Sound shore on a
barge, the carpenters used native Maine white pine, hemlock and oak to
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When it was first
opened, the
Claremont's main
entrance was at
the building's
south end.

build the tall, sturdy frame that would be sheathed with clapboard. Each
window had four large panes of glass—"two over two"—and was topped
with an angled board over its exterior lintel, a kind of permanent awning
that would deflect the summer sun's midday rays.
The main entrance was on the south, narrow end of the building under
the wide porch roof that angled out between the hotel's first and second
story. And when the building was finished, just as the first frosts of the fall
of that year began to bite, a splendid sign was hoisted to its place above
the second story windows on that south end. In big, bold gilt letters on a
solid black background, the sign proclaimed "Claremont House" to every
traveller who turned his horse up the Clark Point Road or sailed by.
As the briny wind of late March scoured the winter's snow, Grace Pease
and her staff of island ladies went to work hanging curtains, stocking
linens, planning menus, making beds, cleaning cups, saucers, dishes and
pots and finding space for each of them in the pantry and kitchen on the
west end of the hotel's first floor.
By May, shopping had to be done, shelves had to be stocked, supplies
laid in. Sugar, flour, molasses, lard, seasonings, salt pork, turnips, potatoes,
apples, pickles, ginger, preserves, soda crackers, yeast, tea, coffee, corn
meal, maple syrup tapped from the island's own maples...every foodstuff
that could be stored on the shelves or in a dark cool closet was measured,
labeled and put in its proper place. Ice, cut from Eagle Lake and packed in
sawdust would be locked in the ice house and used sparingly during the
summer to cool lemonade served on the warmest afternoons.
Fresh foods would come later. Chickens would be killed and plucked
and roasted and eaten on the same day. Eggs would be gathered at dawn
and brought to Grace Pease's kitchen just before the dining room opened
for breakfast. Oysters would arrive from the fish market on the wharf,
along with fresh haddock, flounder, mackerel and salmon taken from the
vast Penobscot run. Fresh peas would come from island gardens as early as
mid-June, depending on how well spring had been able to shake off
winter's chill. By July, there would be strawberries (and strawberry
shortcake), and just a week or so later, the rest of the berries would arrive;
blueberries, raspberries, and blackberries picked by island children and
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brought to the Claremont kitchen in quart baskets that would be emptied
into great crockery bowls that sat on pine plank tables in the afternoon
sun, their vibrant colors painting a rich portrait of summer's blessings.
Grace Clark Pease knew most of what there was to know about running
a large kitchen. She had, after all, spent much of her girlhood helping in
the kitchen at Deacon Clark's much visited home. There was, during that
May of 1884 as she readied her own Claremont kitchen, little that escaped
her sharp eye, few chores left undone, few requirements unfulfilled. Just as
her Captain's ship had been made ready for her long voyages, so too was
Claremont House well prepared to begin its first season as Southwest
Harbor's newest hotel.
That day arrived on June 26,1884, when Mr. & Mrs. Henry
Cunningham of New York City stepped from the deck of the steamer
Cimbria and walked down her ramp to the Clark Wharf just around the
corner from the Claremont hill. Like Jesse Pease, Henry Cunningham had
been a sailing ship's captain; the two had met when their ships shared a
wharf in Boston harbor and had become friends. It was the Cunninghams
who had been invited to help celebrate the launching of Captain Pease's
newest command, his great schooner Claremont House.
Built down the coast in Brewer just two years earlier, the Cimbria had
already become one of the fleet's most popular side-wheelers. Her 116-foot
hull curved gracefully from bow to stern and her two bare masts (a touch
of homage to the days of sail) raked just enough to give the steamer a racy
air. She did not lack for comforts, however. Her elegant dining room occu
pied most of her main deck. The snow white linens that covered each
round table were set off by the wine red seats of the plush chairs. Her

The steamer Cimbria easing into her Clark Point berth.

passengers were given lunch during the full day it took the Cimbria to
negotiate the passage from Bangor to Bar Harbor, Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor and other landings east and west of Mount
Desert.
Docking, even on a placid June afternoon, was always a delicate maneu
ver, executed with the full attention of the captain at the helm. Bells rang as
commands were relayed from the bridge to the engine room. Deckhands
stood at the ready, bow and stern, light throwing lines coiled in their
hands, ready to be tossed to dock hands waiting by their bollards on the
wharf. Catching the heaving lines, the wharfmen pulled ashore the heavy
manila mooring lines, slipped a half-hitch around the bollards and hung
fast while the steamer pivoted against her lines and fetched up neatly
alongside the dock. Again bells rang, this time, though, for "Stop Engine"
and the Cimbria would be ready to unload.
There were few shops in Southwest Harbor in 1884. Householders
supplied their own needs; clothes were sewn, axe handles planed, beef
slaughtered and butter churned. Ladies and gentlemen like Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Cunningham brought with them every article of clothing and every
accessory they thought they might need through a Maine summer that
would last from June through September's first week. So when the Cimbria
was unloaded that warm afternoon, baggage handlers filled more than two
of their large, two-wheeled carts with Cunningham luggage, steamer
trunks and carpet bags.
And while their belongings were being unloaded, the Cunninghams
joined the Peases for the short walk up the hillside and through the
Claremont House front door, into the paneled front parlor that served as a
lobby and over to the long, sturdy maple table where the Claremont House
register was open, its lined pages as blank as the surface of a windless
pond, waiting to be inscribed, waiting to be animated by the flowery
signatures of each of the guests who would make their lives a part of this
new and imposing building.
Capt. Pease had been the first to sign—twice, his first effort not quite to
his liking, crossed out and followed with a grander signature on the fron
tispiece page of the American Hotel Guide, the agency that represented the
Hotel Registers Publishers Association. "J.H. Pease - Claremont - S.W.H."
reads the line on a page that also indicates a playful first night at the new
hotel. Other friends signed, one may have held the pen that crossed out the
first Pease signature and left a light-hearted sketch of a fellow in short
pants and knee socks in its place. (As you'll see on the facing page.)
There was no such high-spirited play the following afternoon. The
careful and elaborate script inscribed by the Cunninghams set the standard
for each of the 146 signature that followed, many of them including nota
tions about sons and daughters and the nannies and maids that were part
of the family entourage. Most of the guests came from New England;
about two dozen made the trip from cities like New York, Cincinnati,
Washington and Philadelphia. On July 12, Ed Glover himself, along with
Mrs. Glover and their daughter Alice boarded the Mount Desert in
Rockland to make the trip he had made so often as he presided over the
Claremont's construction. This time he and his family arrived as the guests
of the Peases and, in return, Ed Glover gave the entire structure a final
check for quality and proper workmanship from roof to foundation.
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The much-loved, steamer Mount Desert, "Old Mountie", leaves the
Clark Point wharf.
Over the course of that first summer, the Cabots and the Cunninghams
and the Glovers were joined by many people they knew and others they
were meeting for the first time. And, yet, in what was to become a
Claremont tradition, almost everyone who stayed there became friends
with almost everyone else. And the Maine weather that opening season
was generally good. We have Capt. Cunningham's Log to thank for this
information. Like his host and fellow blue-water sailor, the former Captain
Cunningham had grown so accustomed to keeping a daily log that he
converted a page in the Claremont's brand new register to his personal
logbook, exactly as he would have kept it aboard a ship.
The "northeast storm" he noted on July 9, 1884, was one of the very few
bad weather reports in the log. Most days followed the pattern he recorded
for most of August.
"August 8. Fine day...quite calm...big parade of boats in afternoon.
"August 9. Beautiful day...calm with light airs.
"August 10. Superb day...wind east.
"August 11. Cloudy but pleasant and mild...calm most of the day.
"August 12. Pleasant...light airs and calm."
The same kinds of entries would show up if a logbook were kept for the
next 500 years. For the same brief, intense and delightful summers have
never changed. They are the Maine coast enchantment, the single true
natural act that is the foundation of every enterprise.
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The Claremont House (above) as it looked in 1893. In those times,
the Claremont’s first dock (below) was a popular landing for visitors
and hotel guests.

Only the pace of summer living has changed. In the Claremont's first
year, and until the automobile's arrival on Mount Desert 30 years later, a
summer day's recreation was a gentle series of politely paced outdoor
activities during those superb mornings and afternoons and gentle do
ings like hymn singing and reading aloud on quiet evenings. For their
two dollars a day, Claremont guests were given much more than lodging.
Breakfast, lunch and dinner were included, and guests who planned a
day hiking or canoeing could ask to have the lunches packed for them in
picnic hampers.
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A group of 1890 tennis players. The Claremont has had a tennis court
since its earliest days. (Henry Rand photo)
Most of the island's visitors were there because they loved the Maine
outdoors that was the stage for their summer holidays. Hiking, mountain
climbing, nature study, boating, canoeing, hay rides, buckboard outings,
berry picking—any experience that put them in closer touch with island's
unspoiled natural presences were the rusticator's favorites.
For those who sought "organized" sport, tennis was most popular.
From its earliest days, the Claremont's tennis court was there just a few
steps away from the hotel's southwest corner, close to its present location.
And in that first season of 1884, there was the cog-railway excursion to the
top of Green Mountain which enterprising entrepreneurs had hurriedly
constructed in an effort to benefit from the rising tide of summer visitors.
Like many such attempts that followed, however, the cog-railway was
not quite in keeping with the island's natural character and it shut down
in 1889.
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"Mountain wagons were the vehicles of those days," William Lawrence
writes, "and the roads were as they had been from the first: rough, steep
and dusty. 'Corkscrew Hill' and 'Breakneck Road' meant what they said.
Buckboards held those roads and we often made long drives in them,
climbing over the Eagle Lake road, passing by High Head, Salisbury Cove
and the Ovens; or a full day would be given to Beech Hill, one of the most
beautiful views in New England. Those were all-day drives then, and
involved much uphill walking. The buckboard was a most fitting rig, to be
sure, although its length made it heavy to haul and three on each seat of
four seats was a killing load, even for four horses. The running board was
so low, however, that the whole party could step off onto the road without
checking the horses, and walk up the hills, each passenger being in doubt
as to whether to fall behind and take the dust, walk beside the buckboard,
bruised by the stones and bushes, or ahead of the team while the horses
pressed him hard up the hill."

A touring party of rusticators in one of the many
buckboards that travelled Mount Desert in the 1890s.
(Henry Rand photo)
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Sloops at anchor off the Claremont's landing, (circa 1905)
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One of the first Claremont postcards (above) and a group of women cyclists all
set for their tour of Southwest Harbor as it was in 1896.
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Without guests for the first time since June 26, Capt. and Mrs. Pease sat
in front of a blazing hearth on the morning of the 21st, sipping strong tea
and talking over their inaugural season as hotel proprietors, hosts, chief
chef, housekeeper and dockmaster. They agreed on the improvements that
might be made over the course of the eight months before they reopened in
1885, and, most important, they both said they looked forward to more
years in partnership with the Claremont. Running a seaside hotel, they
acknowledged, was more demanding than they had anticipated. There
was, it seemed, no time during the entire summer when they had not had
to be on call. Planning menus, buying supplies, overseeing the staff, re
sponding to guest requests, cleaning, dusting, laundering linens, even
weeding the garden and arranging flowers in the dining room....details,
details and more details had kept the couple on their toes through long
day after long day. But, in the process, they had learned from the enthusi
asm of their guests that the Claremont was not only a place where they felt
at home and among friends, but a place most of them planned to return to
the following summer; and this time they would bring their friends. With
that kind of support from their guests, Capt. and Mrs. Pease looked for
ward to their second season, and third and fourth, with confidence that their
decision to build the Claremont had been the best of their lives together.
On August 19th of that second season in 1885, a gentleman from Phila
delphia signed the Claremont register and began work on a project that
would endure for more than a century. His first name, Xanthus, stands out;
his surname, Smith, was as commonplace then as it is today. Which, accord
ing to his mother, is why Xanthus was christened with a name from ancient
Greece. People could forget Smith, but they would remember Xanthus.
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Before he painted his splendid portrait of the Claremont during his stay there
in the summer of 1885. Xanthus Smith made a series of detailed sketches and
studies of every important architectural detail.
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Twenty years before his arrival, a younger Xanthus had served as an
artist and illustrator in the Union Navy where one of his assignments had
been a portrait of Admiral Samuel Francis Du Pont, the commander of the
1861 naval victory at Port Royal, South Carolina. When the war ended, the
young man made painting his profession.
By 1885, he was a fairly well known landscape artist who, like so many
of his contemporaries, had discovered the joys of summers on the Maine
coast. And to help finance those travels, Xanthus sometimes offered to
barter a painting for a few nights lodging. His was a working vacation and
when he checked in at the Claremont, he was nearing the end of a summer
of painting that had taken him from Prouts Neck to Southwest Harbor.
Those August days must have been golden, for the Xanthus Smith
portrait of the Claremont in its second year is one of his finest works.
The colors are soft, the mood tranquil, and the hotel itself rises lightly
from its hill overlooking the dock with its moored Whitehall skiffs with
their classic curves and wine-glass sterns. There is, in the portrait, the
essence of the time, a sense of gentle living, soft on the landscape.
Although he could not have known it then, Xanthus Smith caught and
held the Claremont's fine tranquillity—the serenity inherent in its
presence and location.
The Claremont portrait was one of the paintings that helped build the
artist a national reputation. Fortunately, the work never strayed far from
the hotel and became its centennial symbol in 1984 when it was lovingly
reprinted on a handsome poster. The original work hangs today in the
dining room that overlooks much the same landscape of more than a
century ago.
The Claremont at the turn of the century, as seen from a
boat offshore in Somes Sound.
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Josephine, Lucy and Daisy in their riding habits.
(Circa 1892; Henry Rand photo)
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A family group, which includes at least one tennis player, and friends,
gathers on the Claremont porch for a summer holiday portrait.
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The Nineties
From the middle of the 1880s and on through the '90s until the turn of
the century, the United States was a nation of change. Invention, develop
ment, growth, new technologies and even a war with Spain tumbled one
after another through the years at a pace few could follow. Change began
to be expected. Americans awakened each morning wondering what had
taken place overnight that would alter the course of their lives yet another
time.
Telephones, which served some 105 customers in Portland in 1880, had
been moving steadily down the Maine coast as more and more entrepre
neurs began their own small companies. By 1900, those one-man firms
reached agreements with the New England Company and long distance
calls—even from Mount Desert—were possible for the first time. Electric
lights were turned on for the first time in the downeast town of Calais in
1888 and in 1899 Maine's first automobile rolled off the Boston boat in
Portland. It was delivered to Maynard D. Hanson, a personal friend of
Freelan and Francis Stanley, the Kingfield, Maine, twin brothers who had
invented the Stanley Steamer and had produced their first models at a
plant in Massachusetts.
The following year, Mr. Hanson taught his wife how to drive his
horseless carriage and she attracted a great deal of attention when she
steamed along Congress Street on a shopping trip. Mrs. Hanson was al
most certainly this country's first woman driver.
In spite of Mount Desert's relatively remote location so far down the
northeast Atlantic coast, the island's communities were not isolated from
the effects of the nation's accelerating changes. Indeed, events on the island
between 1885 and 1900 were some of the most traumatic and far-reaching
in the island's long history.
As the 1880s neared their end, more then 15,000 summer people arrived
by railroad at the Mount Desert ferry landing at Hancock point; and an
other 10,000 came on coastal steamers like the Cimbria and the J.T. Morse.
More seasonal visitors on the island meant more pressures on every
facility and such an increase in the demands for summer services that the
once quiet sanctuary that had attracted people like William Lawrence was
losing some of the very qualities that had once so enchanted him. It was a
change he duly noted in his journals.
" With the passing of the years, he wrote, "the panorama of island
life moved. Soon came great barracks called summer hotels, where people
of refinement and wealth brought their daughters, or their daughters
brought them.
"There followed thousands of tourists who, coming by train and
ferry, filled large, four-horse barges, drove to Eagle Lake, which they
crossed in a stern-wheeler, took the cog railway to the top of Green
Mountain, and camped there in another summer barrack, which fortu
nately has burned down.
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Episcopal Bishop
of Massachusetts
William Lawrence.

"In a few years, those who had boarded at the hotels, or their children
who had married, bought land and built houses, large and small. The
noise of the lawnmower was heard in the land. Eagle Lake, through pipe
and hose, watered the burnt plains, and the brilliant green of the lawns,
with more brilliant nasturtiums, gladioli, phlox and roses sprang to life,
bringing out the deeper greens of spruce and pine and adding distance
and dignity to the mountains behind.
"What place is there, say the old residents, what place is there in the
world, say travellers, which combines as does Mount Desert the glories,
joys and air of mountain and sea?
"With each succeeding change we have been told that Mount Desert
was spoiled: the old days had gone. But neither clothes, pearls, nor
automobiles can steal away the beauty of the mountains, the glory of sea
and cliff, and the bracing air."
William Lawrence, one of the first Mount Desert summer visitors was a
keen observer of the island that played such a lasting role in his life. And
the very attributes that he delineates so clearly were the magnets that
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attracted an ever growing number of artists and writers. As each of them
became increasingly beguiled by their summer island , they described it
over and over in their paintings, their sketches, their novels and their
memoirs. Gerald Warner Brace wrote a dozen novels but in his only auto
biographical book, a memoir of his youth, he is captivated by his boyhood
summers on the Maine coast and by his visits to Mount Desert. Writing
about the "good old days" he paints this word picture of the families (like
the Lawrences) who were the majority of summer residents at the end of
the 19th century.
"Mount Desert," he tells us, "was a paradise for old families, the
quiet and proper Bostonians, the teachers and clergy, who practiced
plain living and high thinking. They lived in a beautiful Emersonian
world, with money enough to be comfortable but never ostentatious,
with faith in the harmonies of nature and devotion to both beauty and
duty. They read serious books by Darwin and Ruskin, big novels by
Eliot and Mrs. Humphry Ward, and brought their children up on Lewis
Carroll. They were, probably, all in all the best people the world has ever
produced, a kind, cultivated, high-minded company, with good taste,
good manners, good humor, and genuine human sweetness.
“But they were real people: they were doctors, philosophers, profes
sors, college presidents—many from Boston but also from New York and
Philadelphia and other academic areas. They came north and east for the
summer, not as transients but as serious settlers, and built the big
shingled 'cottages' with gables and porches, all unfinished and un
painted inside, smelling of fragrant new spruce. The pleasures were all
simple and native, there was no society as such, no entertainment or
planned games.
"And even the vast hotels shared in these simplicities. The same
people came year after year with a strong feeling of proprietorship, and
whole families consorted in a harmony of similar tastes and pleasure. In
the best tradition there were no social directors or programs, no formali
ties of clothes or class, and people did what they felt like doing—re
strained, doubtless, by the fundamental proprieties of an age of inno
cence.
"I remember a great barracks of a hotel on Mount Desert, a wholly
native and local operation where the same families settled down for a
couple of months and passed the time sailing and fishing and climbing
mountains and reading good books. They were academic people, many
from Harvard, and elderly professors in white canvas hats rowing for
exercise and pleasure; and in the evening one read aloud from Kipling.
And of course they sat in rocking chairs on the long verandah and
looked at the harbor and the boats and the panorama of islands and
mountains. It was a fortunate world."
William Lawrence would have no argument with that analysis. In 1889,
he built a house in Bar Harbor, styled like a Swiss chalet, where his family
and friends spent every summer for the next half-century. And in 1893 he
was consecrated the new Episcopal Bishop of Massachusetts, an event
celebrated by friends and family, including his daughter Marian, who was
to grow up to write her own remembrances of summers on Mount Desert.
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Rusticators gather on the Clark Point Wharf to wait for the arrival of
the next steamboat. (Circa 1906, Henry Rand photo)
As the turn of the century neared, the Hotel Claremont, (the name
Claremont House was changed in 1888) had established itself as one of the
most popular in the island. In just a few seasons, Captain and Mrs. Pease
had become gracious and efficient hosts; their staff had become experi
enced and, at the same time, able to do better jobs of housekeeping, cook
ing and serving with less effort. The entire Claremont community of people
had begun to take pride in their work and to discover the joys of working
together. As the demands for their services increased and the daily pressure
mounted, the Mount Desert women on Grace Pease's staff seemed to enjoy
the challenge and welcome the demands, as if the hectic summers were a
kind of test of their abilities.
Ten years after its opening, the Hotel Claremont register for 1894 listed
some 310 guests, more than twice the number that had stayed in the big
house at the top of the hill a decade before. There were many days when
the place was full to capacity and some arrivals at the Claremont front desk
had to be turned away. One guest (and he most certainly signed for two)
identified himself as "Mr. Newlywed" and listed his address as "Honey
moon Land". His was the only pseudonym of the season, however, and a
significant number of the other names inscribed in their flowery script had
been signed in other Claremont registers in previous summers. Just ten
years old, the hotel had already begun to build a significant reservoir of
returning regulars. And that, as anyone in the business will tell you, is the
foundation of established success.
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As the 1880s ended and the 90s began, the Claremont was outfitted with
its first telephone and electric lights. More and more discussions on the
island voiced concerns about the new horseless carriages that were seen
and heard more and more frequently in Boston and New York. Already
there were those on Mount Desert who argued that the machines should
never be allowed across the toll bridge at the Narrows. Others suggested
that it was time to Macadamize the main island roads if the summer folk
were to continue to arrive in the ever increasing numbers which, in just a
relatively few years since the Civil War, had generated an entirely new
seasonal economy. On a relatively small island that had, until just a genera
tion before, depended on fishing, farming, lumbering and quarrying the
island's fine granite for the community's sustenance, the changes were
fundamental.
Even as the Claremont began the 20th Century as a successful summer
hotel on an island enduring the often painful effects of rapid summer
growth, other events were being set in motion that would alter the
Claremont's future as well as the future of much of Mount Desert itself.
One of them was the death of Capt. Pease in the spring of 1901. The Cap
tain was 65 and had been ailing through much of the winter. Grace Pease
missed her Captain, but she was a woman of considerable grit and Yankee
determination and allowed only the briefest of interruptions in the busi
ness of managing the Claremont's first season without the Captain on the
front porch to greet arriving guests.
Later that same year on August 13 across the island a rather casual
meeting took place that began a process that would alter the future of the
Claremont and all of Mount Desert more than any other single event. The

The Claremont Dock
by Mrs. Loudon Mellen

Clark Point as seen from Manset in 1900. The Claremont is the
highest and largest building on the right. (G. A. Neal Photo)
day before, George B. Dorr of Bar Harbor and Boston received a letter from
Northeast Harbor summer resident Charles W. Eliot, then and for many
more years, president of Harvard University.
"Would it be possible," the letter read in part, "for you and one or two
other gentlemen to attend a meeting tomorrow afternoon." The topic of
the meeting, President Eliot explained, would be the "organization of a
board of trustees to hold reservations at points of interest on the Island for
the perpetual use of the public." Among the gentlemen also invited to
attend were George Vanderbilt and William Lawrence, Bishop of Massa
chusetts. That meeting initiated the efforts by George Dorr and others
which, more than 40 years later, made Acadia National Park a reality. It
would one day attract almost five million visitors a year.
By 1903, the same year Wilbur Wright soared three miles above the
sands at Kitty Hawk on the North Carolina coast, the Claremont Hotel had
become the queen of Southwest Harbor's summer hotels. During the two
decades since Capt. and Mrs. Pease had planned its design and supervised
its construction, the great bird of a building had been well maintained and
improved one way or another each year. The original narrow dock at the
bottom of the hill had grown wider, and its new pilings were more solidly
set. The hotel grounds were greener, flowers bordered the front porch and
a new American flag flew high over the roof peak.
But the Claremont's fundamental simplicity had not changed. In keep
ing with Southwest Harbor's tendency to resist the trendy excesses that
seemed to be overtaking Bar Harbor and even Northeast Harbor, Grace
Pease, who was making every day-to-day management decision, never
succumbed to the notion that Claremont guests might long for the sort of
gala entertainment that Bar Harbor hostelries had added to their sched
ules. Social activities at the Claremont were those that had been there since
opening day. Even after 20 years, the Claremont's rates were almost the
same; the standard had risen to $2.50 per day from the original $2, prima30

Grace Clark Pease (top, far left) and her Claremont staff during the
summer of 1900.
rily to cover the increased costs of some food products. The rate did in
clude three meals in the hotel dining room, where local produce, fresh fish
and lobster were menu staples. Slow to change proven favorites, Mrs.
Pease responded to the requests of several guests and added Dr. John
Harvey Kellogg's new Toasted Corn Flakes to the breakfast menu.
As the new century took its early steps toward its first decade, Grace
Clark Pease assumed all the responsibilities of Claremont leadership. But
without her Captain to shoulder part of the burden, those responsibilities
sometimes seemed almost more than she could discharge as fully as she
hoped. For Grace Clark Pease was, in all things, a perfectionist. Her dresses
were always crisp, immaculate and modestly styled. Swept back in its
habitual bun, her hair was forever tidily coiffed, never in disarray, not even
after a hectic morning in the Claremont kitchen or an afternoon spent in
the linen room counting sheets and stacking bedspreads.
Determined not to let any detail of the Claremont's daily regimen slip
from the standards which she herself had set, Mrs. Pease found herself
putting in a good many 12 and 14-hour days as the summer seasons grew
more and more crowded and busy during the first years of the 20th cen
tury. She knew she could keep up with the work as long as her health
stayed robust, but she began to wonder what would become of the
Claremont that she and her Captain had worked so hard to create and care
for if her own health began to decline.
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During those same years, Bishop Lawrence's daughter Marian had
grown to a young lady who had a special place in her heart for Mount
Desert and who, at 29, was already aware of many of the special qualities
of the place and its people.
But on September 11,1904, Marian was most concerned with the Arch
bishop of Canterbury's visit to her parent's home in Bar Harbor. As she
wrote in her journal:
"September 16,1904 - Owing to the washouts on the road the
Archbishop and his party could not come yesterday to stay with us but
they came today with 27 pieces of luggage just in time to say "how-dedo'' and then go out to lunch somewhere with Papa and Mamma. Dyer
asked me to go to the County Fair. We had the Wadsworths' pair of
horses and cart and drove the short distance to Salisbury Cove where
the fair was held on a field between the mountains and the bay. There
were trotting horses and a baseball game and a rope walker and clowns
and contortionists and of course a band. Also prize cows and pigs and
sheep and vegetables, apples and patchwork quilts. I did so wish the
Archbishop could have come (and so did he when he heard about it in
the evening) because it was so typically American and so lively and
picturesque. And things typically American and still unspoilt and
uncommercialized are getting rarer and rarer, alas! The Archbishop said
trotting races and baseball games were just what he wanted most to see
and he was almost peevish about it."
Just two years away from her marriage to Harold Peabody, a Harvard
graduate like her father, Marian Lawrence's awareness of the unspoilt and
uncommercialized qualities of life in the rural corners of Mount Desert
would stay with her for the rest of her long life.
Two Septembers after Marian Lawrence had gone to the county fair,
Lawrence Underwood and his brother William arrived at the Claremont
from Boston, the last guests of the 1906 season. Unlike most of the
summer's visitors, theirs was primarily a business trip and they were in
very familiar territory. For it was their father's firm, William Underwood
and Co. of Boston which owned the cannery on Clark Point for so many
years. Due in part to the genesis of the Island House and the Claremont on
the same bit of Maine coast geography, years later the Underwoods moved
their commercial operation to a new and larger factory in McKinley, too far
from Clark Point for any cannery breezes to ever trouble the nostrils of a
sensitive guest.
When the Underwoods departed after staying just two days, Grace
Clark Pease began the long process of closing the Claremont for yet an
other winter. She had done the same task for a dozen years, and she contin
ued to do it with the same painstaking attention to detail that was her
hallmark. But as she and her staff went through each of the 35 bedrooms,
stripping curtains from windows, rolling every mattress and draping cover
cloths over bureaus, chairs and washstands, she could not help but wonder
in those chill and silent rooms, how much longer she could supervise every
housekeeping detail, do most of the cooking and make every management
decision. These were tasks she had shared with her Captain; now he was
gone and the jobs were becoming more demanding.
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Marian Lawrence Peabody and her husband, Harold Peabody.
Looking ahead, Mrs. Pease could see only more pressure, more demands
from guests and those who wanted to become guests. Not only had the
railroads increased the number of trains that chuffed downeast, but the
steamship companies had built more boats and added Southwest Harbor
stops to more of their schedules. And there was, Mrs. Pease knew, more
and more talk about the horseless carriage and the possibility that someday
a person might be able to drive an automobile across Mount Desert's
wagon roads. Everyone, she thought, had heard about the island, and still
more articles were appearing in more newspapers and magazines. The
reports were good for tourist business; she knew that. But could she, one
woman, cope with the larger and larger crowds the publicity would bring?
She had seen many articles like the one the Underwoods had left in their
room. It was in a publication called the Outing Magazine, the writer had,
she thought, glamorized Mount Desert and Southwest Harbor, which he
had mentioned by name. She wondered how many people would read
reports like it.
"To the many men," the article concluded, "for whom time is golden in
the sense that work means fortune, Down East is appealing, for one can
quickly place himself where he can forget the click of the tape wheel and
the clatter of the typewriter, if he wants to forget them.
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Looking up Clark Street in Southwest Harbor at the turn of the
century. The smaller boy on the right is Lawrence Phillips.
"It is not necessary to spend two or three days in a Pullman or to 'stage
it' hour after hour from noon to sunset. The pathfinders have been busily
at work and either by land or water most of Maine's islands and coast
clefts can be reached in a few hours from nearby cities. A night's run from
the Metropolis places the rest seeker at his favorite beach in time for the
morning meal and surface bath, with scarcely an hour of the day wasted
on travel.
"If he would go further, say to Mount Desert or Eastport, a few hours
more will bring him to his destination, for the steel way has been laid
along the Maine coastline so that it winds in and out, following the shore
of numberless inlets. Thus the traveller has a whiff of ocean breeze and
many glimpses of its waves before his journey ends. And thanks to the
channels that connect this coast with the sea, the tourist who prefers to
travel by water may leave Boston or New York and in twenty-four hours
take his grip and go down the gangplank. For there is now a fleet of steam
ers, little and big, that are carrying the multitude of pleasure seekers to the
coast of Maine—the breathing spot of the nation."
All during the following hectic summer, the thoughts she had pondered
the previous season returned to pester Grace Clark Pease. Every day, it
seemed, something happened to tell her that she would not be able to
maintain her equanimity any longer if she did not find a way to ease the
increasing burden of responsibility that the Claremont's success imposed
in annual increments. Looking back, and looking ahead, Mrs. Pease could
see no signal in history nor any portent in the future that told her the
flooding tide of Mount Desert and Southwest Harbor would ever begin
to ebb. Just the opposite, her eminently logical mind told her, would be
the case.
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With that conviction firmly in place she reached a crucial decision: once
the 1907 season had ended she would try to find the appropriate buyer for
Claremont, the now well-respected hotel which she and her husband had
built from the ground up twenty-three years ago. And although she did
not know it at the time, there was already a buyer who lived up to those
standards. He not only lived in Southwest Harbor, but had known Grace
Clark Pease and her husband Jesse for several years.
He was Doctor Joseph Dana Phillips, a man born in Orland, Maine, who
came to practice in Southwest Harbor in 1888, the year after he graduated
from the University of New York City Medical School. As the leading, and
at some times the only physician in Southwest Harbor, Dr. Phillips had
cared for Captain Jesse Pease during the brief illness before his death. The
doctor knew Grace Clark Pease to be a strong-willed, skilled and energetic
woman; but he also could see that the Claremont was a time-consuming
and demanding business for one person to manage no matter how compe
tent. A remarkably energetic man of diverse and successful interests, Dr.
Phillips had anticipated that Mrs. Pease might one day want to sell the
Claremont and had kept himself apprised of her situation. Shortly after he
heard of her decision, he paid her a call at teatime. By dinner, the founda
tion of a sales agreement had been reached. Early in 1908, Dr. Phillips
became the hotel's new owner and the Claremont was launched on the
next chapter of its history.

The steamer Moosehead's dining salon
at the turn of the century.
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The Claremont in 1915 just after the Pemetic House had been moved and
joined to the hotel's main building.
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The Phillips Years
Dana Phillips was always an achiever, a sturdy, barrel-chested man of
sinew and considerable physical strength. He was fit enough to row a dory
in the open sea or fell great trees in the Maine woods. Yet it was his inquir
ing mind and challenging spirit that fueled the energetic internal engines
which moved him through life at a pace that most men would have found
impossible to match. For even though his medical practice on Mount
Desert was in the best country doctor tradition, he somehow found the
time to become a community activist, a Maine legislator and a business
man whose concern for his community and state generated landmark
improvements. Nevertheless, he never turned down a call for help from
any of his patients even though some of them lived on offshore islands
miles from Southwest Harbor.
On a trip to Mount Desert Rock, 20 miles offshore, he navigated rough
seas in a small boat. After he had landed on the island and tended his
patient, the storm increased in violence and there was no chance a boat
could be launched in the teeth of the gale. It was three days before the
doctor could get back to Mount Desert, and that crossing was risky at best.
For Dana Phillips, the sea was an old acquaintance. At 18 he had signed
aboard a Gloucester schooner and fished the Grand Banks for cod, a hard
trade he continued to follow each summer while he was in college.
That sort of experience and the legends that it generated were a part of
the doctor's considerable presence. Somehow, calling on reserves most
men didn't have, he could tend to his patients 24 hours at a stretch, negoti
ating muddy roads, snow drifts and rough seas. And then find the energy
and the hours to take on projects like the Claremont, a place he loved as
much for what it said about Southwest Harbor's past as he did for what he
hoped would be the hotel's bright future.
His first owner's decision, made even as the sale papers were signed,
was to retain Grace Clark Pease as the Claremont's manager. That was her
title, but what it meant in reality was that she continued to run every
detail of the Claremont's daily operation, including much of the cooking.
She was, however, relieved of the responsibilities of planning for and
financing the hotel's future, the direction of its growth and the shaping of
its character.
That Dr. Phillips would tend to and he began almost immediately. Just
as Mrs. Pease anticipated, the pressures for accommodations at the
Claremont continued to increase. During the first season of his alternate
career as a hotel proprietor, the doctor needed no years of experience to
understand how much potential business was being turned away because
the Claremont's rooms were fully booked from mid-June through the first
week of September. His many friends, acquaintances and relatives were
after him for reservations which he could not grant; many of the
Claremont's guests returned year after year and thought nothing of reserv
ing their accustomed accommodations two or three years in advance.
These regulars had their "weeks" at the Claremont and that's all there was
to it. Those reservations were solid as Mount Desert's granite.
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Dr. Joseph Dana Phillips and his wife, Clara Driscoll Phillips.
By the end of his second season, Dr. Phillips knew that there was little
risk involved in enlarging his newest acquisition. Typically, however, he
came up with an ingenious solution to the problem of how to add a signifi
cantly new dimension at moderate cost but also as quickly as possible. The
answer he found was just over the hill, for there sat the Pemetic House, the
addition that Deacon Clark had added to his Island House Hotel so many
years before. The Clark businesses had changed direction; the family
interests were concentrated on their wharf and its associated enterprises
and not on what had been a busy hotel.
And although Dr. Phillips' offer to buy the Pemetic House came as
something of a surprise, his plan to have it hauled down hill by teams of
oxen to a new site alongside the Claremont's northwest corner was even
more astonishing. It was a bold stroke, and as the doctor's colorful career
would demonstrate, quite in character with the man's creative and unor
thodox approach to many of his life's challenges.
The Pemetic, as it was known, was one of those hastily erected buildings
that appeared each new season across Mount Desert Island in the years just
after the Civil War to serve those waves of arriving rusticators. The term
"barracks" that Bishop Lawrence and others had used when they spoke
about these buildings did, in fact, apply. For the long, narrow, three-story,
peaked-roofed building, a kind of high boxcar with rows of windows, had
much in common with army barracks. But instead of an open floor plan
with bunks in rows, the Pemetic enclosed a series of small rooms, one after
the other, each just large enough for a bed, table, chair, washstand, and
wardrobe. On the ground floor accommodations were even more basic:
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these were the rooms for hotel employees, many of them young people,
sons and daughters of the island.
Dr. Phillips was not a penurious man; he was generous to a fault with
his time and medical skills and he gave a great deal to Southwest Harbor
and Mount Desert. He was not, however, a man impressed with luxury. To
him any reasonably comfortable and secure accommodation was all that a
person needed. His four seasons afloat in a dory hauling back codfish
trawls 100 miles offshore in the Atlantic had left him with a good index of
what was and was not comfortable. When any of his guests complained
about snug quarters in the Pemetic, the Doctor probably wondered how
they'd feel about three nights alone in a dory.
Most afternoons the Doctor sat in his favorite rocker, a massive piece
of oak furniture with a brown leather seat, on the corner of the
Claremont porch near the lobby entrance where he could keep an eye
on every coming and going. One afternoon a woman guest walked
across the lawn from the Pemetic with determination in her step and a
frown on her face.
"Dr. Phillips," she said when she stood before him, "the roof in that
building must leak. Last night when we had that rain shower, water
dripped right down on my bed. Now what shall we do about that?"
Taking his pipe from his mouth and pondering her question in deep
thought, the Doctor replied, "Well, madam, if I were you, I'd try moving
the bed."
With the Pemetic adding 24 rooms as well as a new and larger dining
room to the Claremont's floor plan, the Doctor and Mrs. Pease both had a
great deal to keep them busy during that summer of 1911. The room that
had been the hotel dining room—the long room overlooking Somes Sound
on the northeast side of the hotel—was converted to a lounge and has
stayed much the same ever since. Tea is still served there each afternoon
just as it was by Grace Pease almost a century ago.
And during that summer of 1911, there was more than the Claremont on
Dr. Phillips mind. For like the Toad in "Wind in the Willows" the Doctor
was fascinated with the automobile. Now that Henry Ford had been mass
producing his Model T for three
years and the Maine Legislature
had voted more than $100,000 for
building new highways and had
also imposed licensing and registra
tion fees to help finance those
roads, Doctor Phillips thought it
was time Mount Desert allowed the
automobile to take its place on the
island. After all, he argued, an
automobile would get him to his
patients a great deal faster than a
horse and buggy.

Dr. Phillips'
favorite rocker.
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On the other side of the argument was a coalition of some islanders and
almost all the summer residents who agreed with the editor of Life, a local
weekly newspaper, who had written in 1905: "The introduction here of
rapid and powerful horseless carriages would prove little short of disas
trous to the place." For a while the Maine Legislature, in response to in
tense lobbying by island delegations, banned all cars from Mount Desert.
By the summer of 1911, Bar Harbor argued that the town had lost 10% of
its population and claimed the automobile ban was the cause.
Always a man of action, Dr. Phillips was arrested for driving his new
car—with his wife Clara in the front seat—the length of Southwest
Harbor's main street and across the bridge to Trenton. Within a few weeks,
the town became the first on the island to repeal the auto ban, and two
years later, early in 1913, Bar Harbor voted to follow suit. Shortly thereaf
ter, The New York Times reported, "the motor car had practically retired
the horse" in the town.
If Dana Phillips had learned anything in the almost 60 years he had
spent on the Maine coast, he had learned that he could depend on the
constancy of change and its apparently progressive acceleration. By 1913,
the island he had known as a boy had become a place transformed by
change. And it was the motorcar, more than any other single factor, that
seemed to represent the very essence of change. For not only had it begun
to convert dusty dirt roads to paved, black ribbons and transformed black
smith shops to something called garages, but the car, as Dr. Phillips was
quick to perceive, had begun to change the very foundations of Mount
Desert's visitor migrations.
And as if the motorcar were not enough to alter the ways resorts
planned their future, there was the report that had appeared in the Port
land Evening Express late in the summer of 1912. "In magnificent and
record-breaking flight," a reporter had written, "of about 21 miles, Harry
N. Atwood flew his hydro-aeroplane out around Halfway Rock, establish
ing what is believed to be a new mark in straight ocean air travel." When
he read that, Dr. Phillips thought to himself that it would not be too many
more years before he could fly to his island patients instead of challenging
rough seas in a small boat.
Energized by the change in the air, the Doctor saw to it the Claremont
kept pace. He had the entrance widened, relocated the Claremont's front
door to the southeast side and removed several hitching posts to make
room for the motorcars he knew would arrive. And they did, most of them
driven by men called chauffeurs, another new presence on the island.
Like the maids, governesses, companions and nannies who often accom
panied the families with children who were among the Claremont's most
frequent and long-staying guests, the chauffeurs were given accommoda
tions at the hotel.
On the heels of his dramatic decision to add to the Pemetic wing to the
Claremont, Dr. Phillips also planned the first two additional buildings on
the hotel property. One was a substantial boathouse at the foot of the hill
at the inshore end of the recently reinforced and longer dock. Shortly
after its completion, the new boathouse not only served as a storage area
and meeting place for mariners, but it also became a snug waterfront
location for the regular poker games and good cigars that Dr. Phillips
seldom missed.
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The steamer Norumbega hard aground on Clark Point during the
summer of 1912. After breaking a towline, the Moosehead stands by
offshore and later, at high tide, she successfully dislodged her sister ship
from the ledges.
The other new building was a summer cottage, complete with its own
bedrooms, bath, living room, kitchen and front porch. With its straightfor
ward, simple lines and shingled exterior, this Claremont cottage had no
links to the elaborate Bar Harbor structures called cottages by their million
aire owners. At the Claremont, the term cottage meant what it said: a
compact structure, decidedly rustic but equipped with every necessity and
located in genuine Maine woods where the cool, sea air mingled with the
fragrance of spruce and pine. Fortunate indeed were the several families
who occupied that first cottage during the summer of 1912.
During the following year, another building went up on the southern
edge of the Claremont property. This one was much more than a cottage,
however. Built as a new summer home for Charles Burke and his sisters,
each from New Jersey, the well appointed and expansively designed home,
complete with its massive fieldstone fireplace and broad porches on the
east and northeast sides was called "The Moorings" by its proud owner.
Like its neighbor, the Claremont, "The Moorings" rose from the crest of the
same hill and from its porches Charles Burke and his sisters enjoyed the
same splendid sweep of the view across Somes Sound to Northeast Harbor,
Cadillac Mountain and beyond. The elegant home was a fitting comple
ment to the Claremont and would, in the future, become yet another prop
erty acquired by the energetic Dr. Phillips, who seemed to set no limits on
the visions he had for the hotel he purchased from Mrs. Pease.
During the busy summers of 1914 and '15, the pace for growth and
change at the Claremont slowed a bit as Dana Phillips and Clara took time
to catch their breath and plan for more future improvements. And there
was another reason: Grace Pease, as she approached her seventies, found
she could no longer maintain the pace she had stuck with so determinedly
for 30 years of planning meals, cooking them, finding and hiring the right
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An aerial view of the Claremont, circa 1940, when the Pemetic was still
part of the complex. The Phillips House is on the left.
kind of help, overseeing the proper cleaning of each and every room,
counting linens, dusting tables in the parlor, making certain bills were
accurate and paid on time and properly executing each of the other dozens
of daily details that came with the Claremont's 350 guests every summer.
But she never quit trying, never. And when she died at 70 in 1917, she
was still very much the Claremont's manager that she had been for 33
dedicated and busy years.
That same year, Dr. Phillips ran for and was elected to a Mount Desert
seat in the Maine House of Representatives. Among the first of his many
accomplishments in the state Capitol was his successful effort to obtain a
state appropriation for a new bridge linking Mount Desert to the mainland
at The Narrows. The bridge that Dr. Phillips got built was wider and many
times stronger than the creaky wooden span that had been there since 1830.
And the new bridge had one more great advantage: it was free, as opposed
to its predecessor which cost its users a toll every time they crossed.
Events far from Mount Desert also had a significant effect on the
changes underway. In Washington, George Dorr persisted in his dogged
efforts to get the federal government to make a national park of the Mount
Desert land he and others were holding. By late in 1918, thanks in large
measure to Dorr's insistent lobbying, the House passed a bill that would
create Lafayette National Monument on Mount Desert. Early the next year,
the Senate followed suit and on February 26,1919, President Woodrow
Wilson signed the bill. Ten years later, the park's name was changed to
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Acadia and 60 years after that it became the second most popular national
park in the country when more than four-million visitors crossed the
bridge at The Narrows.
Both George Dorr and Dr. Dana Phillips completed their accomplish
ment agendas during 1917 and '18 in spite of the Great War, as it was then
called, in Europe. Between April 6,1917, when the United States declared
war on Germany and November 11 the following year when the Armistice
put an end to hostilities on the Western Front, more than 300,000 Ameri
cans were killed or wounded, including many men from Maine.
But when the war ended and the "Roaring Twenties" began, Mount
Desert summers were busier and more hectic that ever. Automobiles
seemed to be everywhere. There were traffic jams in Southwest Harbor and
plenty of folks who were saying, "I told you so." But Dr. Phillips did his
best to make more room for the "machines" as they were often called by
Downeasters and to keep up-to-date with his list of planned improvements
to the Claremont. He was, however, forced to divide much of his time
between his hotel on Mount Desert and his seat in the Maine State Senate,
to which he had been elected in 1923, and then again in 1925.
As the "Roaring Twenties" gathered momentum in the decade's heed
less rush toward the bitter lessons of 1929's financial collapse, change
continued to ripple across Mount Desert like flood waters rising. Inven
tions, large and small, significant and insignificant, followed one after the
other as technology snowballed. Boxes of Kleenex showed up in Claremont
rooms for the first time. Manufactured during the Great War by Kimberly
Clark for use in first-aid stations, the tissues packaged in their "pop-up"
boxes became as essential to hotels as bed linens. Electric toasters were
another pop-up discovery of the 1920s and they took their place in the
Claremont breakfast line-up. Informality replaced much of the propriety of
the pre-war days.
With one more cottage added to its accommodations, the Claremont
sought to keep pace with the generally hectic summers that followed one
after the other. The 1922 season brought 360 guests to the hotel's basic, but
clean, comfortable rooms. Among them were the Claremont's first brush
with the titled aristocracy when the register was signed by Sir Herbert and
Lady Aruco from Geneva, Switzerland.
A visit from a lord and lady seemed entirely in keeping with the 1920s
loss of Mount Desert's innocence. The place that had attracted men like
Bishop Lawrence 50 years before because it was so lovely and so unspoiled
was being altered by the arrival of a different sort of rusticator. As the
century turned, more and more Bar Harbor summer visitors metamor
phosed from rusticators to socialites, more concerned with demonstrating
their rapidly increasing wealth than with discovering some of the meaning
of life along the island's bouldered shores or deep in its woods of spruce
and pine.
Those were the days before the punitive income tax when the so-called
robber barons acquired the greatest personal fortunes in the nation's
history. Many came to Mount Desert and Bar Harbor to spend it. By the
Twenties, that spending had become the stuff of legend. The so-called
cottages were mansions with scores of rooms, huge structures complete
with private electric power plants, hanging gardens, marble elevators, and
even motorized dining room tables that turned or rose from the floor. If
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there were two individuals who represented the excess of those days, they
were E. T. Stotesbury, a J. P. Morgan partner, and Atwater Kent, the radio
manufacturer from Philadelphia. Even though Prohibition had, theoreti
cally, put an end to the consumption of wine and whiskey, there was
plenty of champagne (and stronger spirits) served at Bar Harbor's ex
travagant parties. At one such affair at the Bar Harbor Club, Mr.
Stotesbury tapped on his wine glass and stood to announce to his guests
that "I have today received a letter from my financial advisor that I am
worth a hundred million dollars." During those same years, Atwater
Kent owned nine Mount Desert mansions at the same time and gave
legendary dawn-to-dusk parties with three bands playing, one of them
aboard the Kent yacht anchored offshore while flower decorated launches
shuttled guests to and fro.
At the end of the Roaring Twenties the Claremont was not roaring, but
it was certainly humming. From mid-June through September's first
weeks, a record 462 guests filled the main building, the spare rooms in the
Pemetic addition and the two cottages.
By the decade's last and most traumatic year, the automobile (now more
frequently called a car than a machine) had all but taken over as the pri
mary form of transportation. Claremont guests were being driven all the
way from Boston and even New York. So familiar had cars become that the
word "chauffeur", seen so often in the register at the start of the decade,
was no longer entered. It was assumed that most automobiles who brought
guests to the hotel entrance would be chauffeur driven.
Although his hotel benefited from the nation's headlong rush toward an
illusory prosperity that all but vanished in the Crash of '29, Dr. Phillips
was never tempted to the excesses of some of his counterparts on the
island. A Maine man in every good sense of the word, the Doctor was very
much aware of the value of a dollar, even though speculators on all sides
promised get-rich-quick formulas of every variety. Once he had the
Claremont headed in the right direction with the Pemetic addition, the
new dining room, enlarged parlor, new entrance, a better boathouse and
dock, Dr. Phillips ran a tight ship. Menus were solid and practical, the food
served well, but simply prepared. If there is a single word to describe the
standard the Doctor set for his Claremont it is Yankee. Yankee in the best
sense of making do, exercising ingenuity, and maintaining a good grip on
the purse strings . . . . and doing each of these things, and more, governed
by restrained Yankee manners and a wry sense of humor.
By the end of 1930 when it was clear that there would be no avoiding
the Great Depression, the Doctor's Yankee traits stood him and his hotel in
good stead indeed. The flash of Bar Harbor tarnished quickly. Many of
those instant millionaires of the Roaring Twenties became the instant
bankrupts of the Grim Thirties. All the gilded excess of the era faded, never
to be restored on Mount Desert. But the Claremont, because it had never
changed that much nor ever surrendered to undisciplined luxury, not only
survived the lean years but prospered during them.
What occurred was nothing less than the development of the
Claremont's lasting character. Its basic honesty, its simplicity, carried the
day. The Claremont had become known as a forthright enterprise, nothing
more, nothing less than what it claimed to be: a seaside hotel. It is surpris
ing, really, that a hotel less than 25 miles from its Bar Harbor counterparts
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could be so distinctly different. But it was those differences that gave the
Claremont what it needed to survive the hard times. And it not only sur
vived but grew beyond a business enterprise and became an institution.
Dr. Phillips was responsible in large measure for his Claremont's growth
and its survival in those times that were so much of America. In the best
Yankee tradition, he had put revenues aside during the prosperous times
and had these to draw from during the lean years.
And lean they were, from 1932 until the autumn of 1939 when Germany
invaded Poland and World War II began. But even though the Thirties
brought harsh economic times to millions of Americans, they also brought
changes that moved the Claremont in more new directions.
Some of those directions were of passing interest, yet they made differ
ences we now take for granted. During the Thirties, the first paperback
books were published, making reading more popular among the

The Claremont staff, circa 1900.
Claremont guests who spent most of their time in the rocking chairs that
lined the splendid porch. Sunglasses, now a universal tourist accessory the
world over, made the voyage from Paris early in the Thirties and a pair or
two showed up at the Claremont before the decade ended. Nescafe, then
miracle instant coffee, was requested by several guests and added to the
hotel's menu for a couple of years until the novelty wore off and diners
gratefully returned to the home brew that percolated on the kitchen stove.
Other less superficial shifts in national patterns had a more lasting and
basic effect on the Claremont's future. Most important to Southwest Har
bor was the end of the steamboat's prominence. And if there is a single
date that marks the end of that romantic and charming era, it is July 22,
1933, when the J. T. Morse made her last voyage in Maine. One of the
largest and most luxurious of the Eastern Steamship Company's boats, for
30 years the Morse had transported tens of thousands of rusticators and
hundreds of ton of cargo to the wharf at Clark Point that Deacon Clark had
built 80 years ago. It was that wharf and the steamboats like Morse that
were the foundations of the Clark enterprises. And it was the success of
many of those businesses which helped Grace Clark Pease and her hus
band build their hotel on Clark Point.
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The Claremont as it looked from the water in 1938.
After her final voyage in Maine, the Morse spent two summers operat
ing as a ferry between Manhattan and Coney Island. Meanwhile, the
steamship terminal on Clark Point was sold in 1935 to the federal govern
ment.
Even as the handsome and imposing steamboat fleets became a
memory, the automobile was becoming king of the road. During the Thir
ties, Henry Ford's Model A became the world's best known, and probably
best loved car. Because it was mass produced and could thus be sold at
such a modest cost, automobiles were being bought by everyone. Dr.
Phillips had to enlarge the Claremont's parking spaces to make room for
his employees' automobiles as well as his guests' chauffeur driven
Packards, Lincolns and Buicks. Suddenly, it seemed, the world had grown
much smaller and instead of being seen as a rusticators' hotel offering the
latest in rural comforts to steamboat and railroad passengers, the
Claremont had become almost quaint, a holdover from those "good old
days" before motels and franchised hotels, a place where guests knew each
other and everyone who waited on them. Such transitions are rare, and the
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places that make them successfully are even rarer. But the Claremont
maintained its character and its integrity through each traumatic shift of
the Automobile Age.
Among the less traumatic and more friendly transitions of the Thirties
was the orderly installation of Doctor Phillips' son Lawrence and his wife
Maude as the Claremont's management team. The change of command
took place in 1932 when Lawrence Phillips and not J. D. Phillips was listed
as manager on Claremont letterheads and registers. Which did not mean
that the Doctor was absent from the scene, however. As he had done with
each of his career's many and varied successful endeavors, Dr. Phillips
kept an eye on his new manager and, from time to time, made suggestions.
Two years after he assumed his duties, Lawrence and his father and
Clara and Maude were on hand during the first week of August to arrange
and help celebrate the modest observance of the Claremont's 50th year. In
keeping with the times, the festivities were folksy, friendly and unpreten
tious and attended by most of Southwest Harbor. For by that time in his
life Dr. Phillips had contributed so much to his community in so many
different and significant ways that he had as many friends as there were
people in the town.
By 1937, the Claremont's new management had enough of a confident
grip on the demanding business of piloting an institution through trying
times to see to it that a sprinkler system was installed throughout the hotel.
And the following year the elevator (still in the same place) was installed,
making the journey to the fourth floor a great deal easier for those
Claremont faithful who had been guests every summer for almost 50 years
and had, in the process, lost an ounce or two of spring in their step. That
same year, 1938, Dr. Phillips purchased the Charles Burke place, "The
Moorings" on the southern edge of the Claremont property and added that
handsome structure with its superb views to the hotel's growing complex.
As the automobile rocketed toward its status as the universal trans
porter, the airplane that the Wright Brothers had developed decades before
the Thirties was a great deal slower to catch on. But by 1936 there were 29
airfields in the state, although many of them were little more than moder
ately level pastures. Sixty-two Maine men and women were licensed pilots
and they flew primarily for excitement. The commercial flying was done
by the pilots of Boston-Maine Airways and its three Stinsons which made
one trip a day from Boston to Portland, Rockland and Waterville. No one
on Mount Desert in those days thought much about the potential of a
future airport near Trenton which could accommodate the Lear jets of
summer residents like the chairman of the Chase-Manhattan Bank or the
Secretary of Defense. It would take a world war to vastly accelerate the
development of such aircraft and as the Thirties ended, that war was on
the nation's near horizon. As it approached, George Dorr was taking the
final, detailed steps that would make his property on Mount Desert part of
what had been named Acadia National Park. In the fall of 1941, weeks
before Pearl Harbor, the last bill made its way through Congress and was
signed by President Franklin Roosevelt. Over the post-war years. Acadia
would grow to more than 35,000 acres on Mount Desert and be visited by
many millions. Those visitors, arriving in such vast numbers, would im
pose new and different pressures on Mount Desert, pressures, as time has
proven, which the Claremont would accommodate.
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Esther Stiles and Lawrence Phillips getting
ready for another season.
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Lawrence and Maude
Like everyone in the nation in the days and months after Pearl Harbor,
the Claremont had to adjust and sacrifice. With gasoline tightly rationed,
tires almost impossible to come by, many foodstuffs no longer on grocery
shelves and meat in short supply at the butcher's, managing a hotel be
came an anxious and time-consuming task. Young men who customarily
signed on as summer staff were, instead, serving their country in places
and situations few of them could have imagined. In the first years of the
Forties, a national anxiety prevailed. Submarines were sinking Allied
freighters in the cold Atlantic waters just miles offshore of Mount Desert
and rumors of invasion were borne on the endless winds of war sweeping
from Europe, Africa, Asia and on to the coral reefs of the Pacific. Less than
a year after his father's death, Lawrence Phillips was at the helm of a hotel
tossed on stormier seas than any it had ever experienced. In 1942, just 148
guests signed a register that had, just two years before, been packed with
more than 450 names. Everyone understood it was not the Claremont's
fault; the hotel was in better shape than ever. But the British had surren
dered in Singapore and the United States had done the same at Corregidor.
It was the war's darkest year.
As the Allies stopped their retreat, held fast and then began to turn the
bloody tide, the country breathed just a bit more easily. And on June 6th,
1944, when General Eisenhower told the world the Allies had stormed the
beaches of France and the Netherlands, Americans hoped a turning point
had been reached. June 6 was also the day the Claremont opened for
another wartime season when just 230 guests, all of them older and from
nearby New England, spent brief summer holidays in Southwest Harbor.
But no sooner had victory in both Europe and Asia been achieved and
certified in 1945, but the office telephone Maude Phillips answered day
and night began to ring. As if to make up for their long hiatus, past
Claremont regulars and a host of newcomers called to make reservations
for 1946, the first of many post-war years when more Americans travelled
than ever before, and spent more money doing it. Both the Great Depres
sion and World War II had ended and families across the country were in a
mood to celebrate.
Some of them were fortunate enough to find room at the Claremont,
and they came from as far away as California and Florida. The aircraft that
brought them to the huge field at Bangor were airplanes perfected and
tested in wartime skies; they were some of the best ever built anywhere.
The four-engined Lockheed Constellation with its distinctive "triple tail"
made the trip from Florida in less than five hours. And the war's favorite
aircraft, designated C-47 in its Army Air Corps configuration, became the
civilian Douglas DC-3. Decorated with the trademark yellow of Northeast
Airlines, the DC-3 flew all across New England and south to Florida.
But it was the automobile and the highways built for it that dominated
those postwar years. The American road building effort during the 40s and
50s was the largest construction job in history; and the automobile manu
facturing industry dominated by the "Big Three"—Ford, General Motors
and Chrysler—quickly became the largest single industry on the globe.
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The view from the Claremont's back porch, circa 1970.
In response, the Maine Turnpike, conceived in 1941 with the organiza
tion of the Maine Turnpike Authority, became a concrete ribbon that
stretched from Portsmouth to Augusta by 1958. A little later, Interstate 95
linked Augusta and Bangor.
In a relatively few years Maine's transportation systems had been
switched from boats and trains to planes and cars. No other single reality
played such a significant role in shaping the state's economy and shifting
its financial centers. By 1960 when the Maine Central Railroad ended all
passenger service in the state, trains had become irrelevant to all but a few
diehard rail buffs. With plastic money in hand, millions of tourists either
got off a plane in Portland or Bangor and rented a car, or drove their own
family vehicle (pick-up truck, convertible, sedan or mobile home) to Maine
from across the country, or New York City, Boston or Lancaster, Pa.
What had begun at the turn of the century as a kind of oddity, a steampropelled buggy chuffing along Congress Street, had been transformed
into a vehicle that altered every aspect of life in America. In Maine, U. S.
Route One that follows the coast from Kittery to Eastport brought radical
change to every small coastal community. And the tourism the road made
possible became the leading economic factor in those communities every
June through September. Roadside stands, diners, antique barns, restau
rants, miniature golf courses, souvenir shops and all manner of places to
stay—hotels, motels, country inns, boarding houses, trailer parks and
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campgrounds—sprouted from Kittery to Calais and changed forever the
way most Americans took their vacations.
But precisely because the Claremont stood as a classic example of hospi
tality from another age, it not only survived the shattering transportation
transition, but, in ways that Capt. Pease and his bride could never imagine,
was enhanced by it. In their haste to tear down the "old" hotels and re
place them with "modern" motor courts, motels and high-rise hotels of
concrete and steel with push-button elevators and pre-frozen meals cooked
in Kansas City and served everywhere, the nation's innkeepers had forgot
ten the people who valued personal attention, plain living, old-fashioned
comforts and the sense of romantic reassurance that derives from perma
nence. Which is precisely what the Claremont of the '50s and '60s offered
its guests. Instead of being bypassed by the new, the Claremont was in
vigorated by the old. The place was doing better than ever.
A few years after WABI-TV in Bangor broadcast its first television signal
in January, 1953 on Channel 5, a single television set was positioned in a
corner of the hotel's main sitting room and one has been there ever
since—the only one. Credit cards (originally called bank cards and
charge cards) which became part of the culture in the late '50s and early
'60s, have never been added to the Claremont's accounting lexicon. A
guest's personal check is graciously accepted, however, indicating a
level of mutual trust that has become increasingly difficult to attain for
most public businesses.
And because they had deep and lifelong roots in Southwest Harbor and
had spent most of their lives in the Claremont's dignified presence,
Lawrence and Maude Phillips knew instinctively how to protect and
preserve the best of what the hotel had to give. They would have done that
anyway; for them it was the only way. As it turned out it was the only way
that was precisely right for the times as well as the institution the
Claremont had become.
Just as Dr. Phillips and Grace Clark Pease before him had been all but
obsessed with the proper care and management of their hotel, Maude and
Lawrence Phillips each had sharp eyes for details and both worked many
long hours to make certain none was overlooked. Maude Phillips took on
interior responsibilities: the kitchen, dining room, front desk, parlors, and
every one of the guest rooms in the Claremont itself, the two cabins (as
she identified them), the Burke cottage and the laundry rooms. Lawrence
Phillips took on every outside task, overseeing all painting, grooming,
cleaning, raking, lawn mowing, and making certain the tennis court,
boathouse and the hotel dock were perfectly shipshape for hotel guests
and any of their visiting friends who might arrive by water.
And it was primarily Lawrence Phillips who set the standards for dress
and deportment on the Claremont's groomed and expansive grounds.
Those standards applied to everyone; guest or casual visitor, few escaped
Lawrence's sharp eye. Surely not the young man who carelessly docked his
sloop one July evening and trotted up the path toward the hotel. Inter
cepted by Mr. Phillips, the young man was energetically informed that he
should turn back toward the dock and give more thought to how the sloop
had been tied up. "Your boat," Lawrence Phillips explained to Robert
Kennedy, "is making it impossible for any other guests to use our dock.
Please see if you can't solve the problem."
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With Maude and Lawrence in charge, there was never any slippage at
the Claremont. Year after year after year for 36 years, a world war, a fire
that devastated hundreds of summer cottages in Bar Harbor (including the
one Bishop Lawrence built) and man's first flight in space, Mr. and Mrs.
Phillips kept running the hotel Dr. Phillips had put in their charge and saw
to it that it was maintained and managed just as he might have asked, and
better.
Like his father, Lawrence was a man known and respected in his com
munity and his state. His gentle, low-key approach endeared him to the
Claremont's guests and its employees. "He was the best man I ever met,"
said Wills Wentworth, the hotel's groundskeeper for 40 years. "Lawrence
knew how to make friends with everyone. If someone didn't like him, it
had to be their fault, not his."
Both Lawrence and Maude had to work harder than most people can
imagine. There were many nights when Lawrence slept in the small office
behind the reception desk. And many days when Maude hung hotel sheets
on outside clotheslines to dry in the bright, Maine summer sun. Yet both of
them found extra time to contribute to the community and state. Lawrence
had a distinguished career as a member of the Maine Legislature and also
served as a director of the Bar Harbor Bank & Trust Co.

A porch chair,
sketched by
Claremont
Guest
Mari Weinberg.
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The McCues
So it was no surprise when, at the end of their 35th year as its propri
etors, Lawrence and Maude decided they had fulfilled their responsibilities
to the Claremont and to Dr. Phillips. When they closed the place in Sep
tember of 1967, they put the Claremont up for sale.
The following April, they had a visit from Allen and Gertrude McCue,
who had driven to Southwest Harbor from their home in Yarmouth. They
told the Phillips they were interested in learning more about the Claremont
because they thought they might like to become the hotel's next owners.
The grand-daughter of Bishop William Lawrence, the young man who had
been one of the first rusticators on Mount Desert, Gertrude McCue had
always wanted stronger ties to Southwest Harbor. Now, 84 years after the
Claremont had been built and almost a century after her grandfather had
first camped on the island, she hoped the hotel would become that link to
her past.
For the island where Gertrude McCue and her parents, Marian and
Harold Peabody, had summered for more than half a century was the one
place in her well travelled world she loved more than any other.
The thought that she could find her post-parental career in her most
favored location was an idea that never let go. Indeed, it became a stimu
lating obsession, one that maintained its excitement through the grimmest
mid-winter days of 1968 as Gertrude and her husband Allen talked over
dinner at their home in Yarmouth about several possibilities on their
entrepreneurial horizons. Allen, a bright-eyed and quick-witted Maine
man, possessed an unflaggingly droll sense of humor which he applied to
each of life's episodes, no matter how daunting they seemed at the time. To
him, the Claremont was never an aging summer hotel held over from
another era, but one more opportunity for the application of his consider
able ingenuity and dry wit. The thought that both he and his wife had
absolutely no experience as hotel owners or managers had no bearing. Like
the best of their Yankee forebears, both Allen and Gertrude believed that if
you give all your energies, time and abilities to any effort, you must—if
your health prevails—eventually have a chance at success.
The best evidence of that is in the daily journals kept by Gertrude
McCue throughout her acquisition of and preparation for her Claremont's
opening day. Throughout these jottings there are two qualities that over
ride all others: her supreme confidence and overwhelming enthusiasm.
Nothing, not bad weather, inexperience, miscellaneous mishaps or hapless
accidents, would stand in the way.
On Sunday, April 21,1968, staying at the Frenchman's Bay Motel in Bar
Harbor, Gertrude McCue wrote her first entry:
"Very dark, cold, windy and wet day. Persuaded Allen that we
should go and see Lawrence Phillips about the Claremont in Southwest
Harbor which has been for sale all winter. Had a pleasant visit in the
Phillips' living room by a roaring fire. Lawrence is not a high-pressure
salesman, but did convince us of possibilities for the future. The hotel
seems clean and sturdy and in far better condition than we expected.
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"Drove home to Yarmouth talking about the possibilities of the hotel
as a simple, but comfortable old-fashioned summer hotel, of which,
except for Asticou, there is not one left on Mount Desert.
"Monday, April 22. Ruth Haines and I drove to Boston to see the
performance of 'Louisa Miller.' Really too tired to enjoy it. Kept think
ing of hotel.
"Tuesday, April 23. Downtown Boston for a long talk with our
business advisor. He's skeptical about the soundness of scheme, but
reacted favorably to our enthusiasm.
"Wednesday, April 24. George Stiles, our candidate for hotel man
ager, arrived at four, having been to Southwest Harbor in rain and fog.
Extremely enthusiastic about hotel idea. Of course, none of us knows
anything at all. 'Fools rush in where angels fear to tread.'
"Thursday, April 25. Session with lawyers in Portland. Obviously
think we're crazy.
"Friday, April 26. Enthusiasm grows. Seems we must run hotel this
summer, its 84th consecutive year. Not a moment to waste. While
working around I carry pencil and pad in apron to jot down our bright
ideas, which come thick and fast.
"Saturday, April 27. Made offer to Lawrence Phillips. Couldn't
sleep.
"Sunday, April 28. Mr. Phillips called. He wants us to have the hotel
and has accepted our offer. Can't believe it! We will soon be the owners
of the hotel, two cottages, dock, boathouse, three-and-a-half acres, tennis
court and everything in them.
"Monday, April 29. Worked indoors and out. Phoning, thinking and
planning about Claremont. George Stiles begins work for us as manager
on May 15th. In the next two months we must incorporate, re-decorate,
buy truck, hurry to get a staff and send out advertising material to
hundreds of names. We are going to have the little booklet reprinted that
Lawrence used 20 years ago. No extravagant boasts, color or bathing
girls. Just a few good pictures of Mount Desert and straightforward
explanation. Cover drawing of Somes Sound hills and water and Old
English lettering of 'Claremont' will be our cut to be used for menus
and note paper.
"Tuesday, April 30. Off early this morning for Southwest Harbor to
plan interior renovation and decoration - Isabelle Olney, my decorator
friend, Esther Stiles and I. Arrived in time for picnic lunch at noon.
Met Messrs. Lawlor and Norwood and toured freezing cold, bleak
building. Isabelle immediately decided on large picture window for dark
living room; also to concentrate on paint, paper, attractive chintzes and
carpets for living room, reading room and lobby and best water-view
bedrooms—all it needs is livening up, she says. She went over the whole
thing with Mr. Lawlor who is always right out straight this time of the
year anyway.
"I said, 'How can you get all this done in six weeks when you are so
busy anyway?' 'Well, I guess I'll have to, won't I?" he replied. The nice
thing is, I know he will. We decided on new light fixtures in every room
to replace hanging bulbs. Uptown for millions of errands, got the
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warmest welcome from everyone in stores, bank etc. Renovation of the
Claremont main excitement in town at the moment and it's a very
warm feeling to be part of it.
“ Wednesday, May 1. Spent day at hotel learning about help from
Phillipses. Tried to count bedrooms. (This is not easy. Is a room full of
paper cups and extra china and without a bed a bedroom or not?)
Counted 54 possible ones. Picked our light fixtures and made lists of
things we needed, list of costs, lists of idea, lists, lists, lists. Then started
home to Yarmouth. Home around eight. Head still buzzing. Allen is in
Boston getting ideas about chefs.
"My remembrance of the next two weeks is largely sitting and
writing, writing, writing until my back ached and my hand was para
lyzed. Lists, lists, and more lists—cross-checking, searching for ad
dresses and zip codes and jotting down names that must be included.
Allen a great help. We finally mailed about 2,000 brochures.
"Monday, May 13. Huge shopping day in Portland—hotel supply
place. Bought very pretty green and white china and green glasses to go
with green and white wallpaper and matching curtains. Dining room
will be very nice I think.
"Tuesday, May 21. My 53rd birthday. Really don't mind too much
now that we have the hotel to think about.
"Wednesday, May 29. Interviewed two chef possibilities. Anyone
would think we know what we're doing. (Both decided not to come!) I
try not to think what will happen if we don’t get one.
"Thursday, May 30 - To Southwest Harbor. Things are really hap
pening. Dining room almost papered by dear old Mr. Whitmore, 79, who
works steadily atop his ladder from 7 am to 3:30 p.m. in the freezing
cold, descending only for a sandwich at 11. Picture window is beautiful.
Talk of the town. Everyone has been wonderful to us.
"Friday, May 31 - My job is curtains. I figure there are well over 125
windows to be curtained. Some already have curtains, but to get all

There is a splendid
view from every
one of these tables
in the Claremont's
dining room.
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curtains clean, ironed, symmetrical; where there are new draperies to fit
glass curtains under them the right length; also valances; plus replacing
worn ones; not to mention getting up new rods; also almost all new
closets curtains (which have to match drapes; all shelves in closets are
different shapes incidentally.) I ate, slept and dreamed curtains for one
whole month.
"Friday, June 7 - Saw chef Allen interviewed. He has decided to
return to his old job. The rest of June was dark, rainy, cold and busy.
"Thursday, June 20 - The chef our manager George Stiles expected
never showed up yesterday. George traced him to a race track in New
Jersey. Just as well, I guess, but this makes about 12 we have lost.
However, George says he has pinned down two teachers, well recom
mended by the Maine Vocational Training Institution. Maybe it is all
for the best. But George must have nerves of steel.
"Bruce, the pastry chef, cooked up our first meal in the hotel.
"Sunday, June 23 - Rug men appeared from Bangor. Chefs came.
Great relief to actually see them.
"All Week - Loads of visitors every day. We all worked hard all the
time. Allen, as I should have mentioned before, is rebuilding the tennis
court with a little help here and there from men who worked for the
contractor one day and go lobstering the next. And also from Bill
McCue. Manager George is all over the place and his wife Esther and I
are still busy on the never-ending curtain project. We all eat in the
kitchen now for lunch. I don't know what will happen when and if the
guests come. I for one will be sorry as one's freedom to shout for one
another down the corridors will be over.
“ Wednesday, June 26 - Getting ready for The Opening. (Everyone
had been so great to us from Lawrence Phillips on down that we decided
to have an Open House and invite all interested to come and see what
we have been doing.)
"Did finishing touches - new lampshades, hung mirrors, pictures,
etc.—fun work. (Son Bill had box of 50 or 60 light bulbs he was return
ing to what he thought was a shelf over the John in the men's room—
great crash—no shelf, no light bulbs.) Allen and Bill worked like dogs
all day getting up new sign, sweeping driveway, etc. Poor Bill enthusi
astically raised flag but forgot to hang onto rope. George Stiles had to
climb flagpole to get flag dozen.
"Thursday, June 27 - Cold, dark and windy. Started day by blowing
fuses. Fifteen beautiful bouquets at the hotel from friends, neighbors and
businesses, so everything looked very festive. In the evening 95 people
signed the guest book for our Open House—local people, husbands and
wives of those who worked with us, plus a smattering of early summer
people. Dining room looked fresh and lovely. Fires in all fireplaces. Very
proud of downstairs ladies room, created out of room where Lawrence
used to sleep.
"Great enthusiasm; people pleased at our having the party. Very
gratifying evening.
"Friday, June 28 - Opening Day - Never a dull moment in the hotel
business. Very cold. Pouring rain. Had hair done. Our first guest, Miss
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S, arrived and we showed her proudly to our best room, new carpet,
new pretty green and blue curtains and best maple bed and matching
furniture. She looked around and her face fell, 'Well, it looks pretty,
but could I please have my old bed back?'
"Opening Night Dinner - Rowses' party of 28 sat up next to the
fireplace, but was very gay indeed. Pinks and red weigelias on all tables,
green glasses and white damask. Waitresses looked bright and shiny too
and all went well.
"Learned later no gas one hour before dinner! George called gas
man. 'Now I'm just having a bite and I'll be right down to help you.'
George said, 'Come now - Bite later.' And he did.
"Roast beef and strawberry shortcake much enjoyed.
"It seems so great to see all the lights in the windows as we leave the
hotel at night."
"Our summer continued to be busy, interesting and lucky as the
weather got better and better and the guests kept coming and staying.
At Thursday-night buffets we crowded them in up to 150 people then
turned them away. Thanks to hard work on the part of everyone I've had
a great summer and met very interesting and delightful people, even
including a Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court and his family.
"We were extremely lucky, but I do believe in our idea that some
people prefer this type of place to a modern motel."
As the years would demonstrate, the Claremont's new owner would be
proven correct. And it was not just "some people" who preferred the old
hotel to many of its contemporary counterparts. For as the McCue owner
ship matured, many Claremont seasons from June to September were all
but fully booked before those seasons ever began.
Behind that kind of guest loyalty was a great deal of hard work and
considerable investment in the hotel's improvement and expansion. The
work started that first summer of 1968 and continues to this day, going far
beyond routine maintenance with some major project, addition or renova
tion added almost every year.
When the principals of the transition from Phillips to McCue posed for a
photograph that appeared in the July 4th issue of the Bar Harbor Times in
the summer of 1968, Lawrence and Maude Phillips were joined by Allen
and Gertrude McCue and the then manager and his wife, George and
Esther Stiles. What the caption did not explain was the unique husband
and wife team effort by both the old and new owners and managers that
made the Claremont function so successfully.
For just as Grace Clark Pease and her Jesse had combined their energies,
strengths and talents to launch their new hotel, so had Dr. Phillips and his
wife, and Lawrence Phillips and his. The hotel, its history tells us, is clearly
an enterprise too demanding for one mortal. It requires the properly paired
abilities of not just two people, but a husband and wife whose strengths
and energies complement each other in a mix that responds to every chal
lenge the Claremont can pose.
The most turbulent year of the late 20th century, 1968 in Southwest
Harbor was a year when events at the Claremont proceeded at their own
pace, directed more by the momentum of its 85 past years than by the
presence of new owners who had yet to get a firm grip on the hotel's helm.
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Lawrence Phillips, far left, next to Mrs. Gertrude McCue and
Maude Phillips (both seated), Esther and George Stiles stand with
Allen McCue for a photograph of the 1968 transitional teams just
after the McCues bought the Claremont.
So while assassination, riots and a presidential election made the national
headlines, the news from the Claremont was filled with plans for a series
of changes, additions, and improvements that would follow, one after the
other, for all the foreseeable future.
As the new corporation's official vice-president and secretary, Allen
Lord McCue was responsible for writing, printing and mailing the annual
Claremont mid-winter newsletter sent to all guests and friends of the
hotel. The tone set in his first missive, dated February 10, 1969, was typical
of the writer: crisp, informal, informative and seasoned with the humor
that was his hallmark. Similar newsletters have been mailed from the hotel
ever since, from different corporate officers and managers. But each of
them bears that fine tone of friendly informality that Allen McCue first
established. And each, by the way, constitutes a fine accurate record of the
pace of the improvements and changes that have combined to make the
Claremont the considerable presence it has come to be.
Those changes began that first year and were described as follows by
Allen McCue, who signed himself ATTPOTC (Assistant to the President of
the Corporation) in that inaugural newsletter.
"Differences of opinion," he wrote, "developed in upper echelon discus
sions about what physical improvements to the Claremont should be made
for the coming season. The Manager wanted a swimming pool and bar; the
Assistant to the President (a sage individual but one whose counsel is
rarely heeded) wanted the best croquet court on Mount Desert Island and
better blueberry pie; the President wanted harmony.
"A viable compromise was reached with the decision to paint the hotel
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a pale yellow and to construct a new room on the main floor. This new
room will be between the music room and the dining room and will
complement both. Bar, swimming pool, croquet court and better blueberry
pie have been shelved only temporarily and are in our thoughts for 1970.
"Other less major improvements include the renovation of more bed
rooms with new wallpaper and fresh paint. All bedrooms will be renum
bered and there will be individual keys for the doors. No longer will there
be three rooms numbered 28 and (roustabouts take heed) no longer will all
the keys fit all the doors .. . The boathouse will be equipped with two
decks, one for sunning . . . and a new rowboat for rowing. The tennis court
is wintering well under twelve inches of high quality Somesville hay
placed there with tender loving care by your correspondent who hopes
that you, too, are wintering well."
Both Gertrude McCue and Allen wintered well and began the summer
of 1969 confident that with a year of hotel ownership now at last behind
them, they could anticipate a season happily clear of the problems they
were faced with as neophytes.
As Gertrude wrote in her journal: "We got the year underway with a brand
new chef—youngish, strong and very enthusiastic. It was at his suggestion
that we initiated the Claremont's Thursday evening buffet, an innovation that
proved popular and well-attended, albeit a bit hard on the staff.
"Allen and I had begun to suspect that our new chef depended a bit on
a considerable alcohol intake, and that worried us a little. But all seemed to
be going along well until one evening when he approached the buffet table
carrying a huge "steamship" roast of beef. Halfway to the table, he stag
gered a bit and the roast hit the floor with a resounding thump.
"It was retrieved a bit clumsily, but made it to the table where it was
sliced and served. I thought the entire episode had gone unnoticed until
one dear old lady approached Elsie, our young hostess, and said, 'I heard
someone fall. I hope the poor person isn't hurt.'
"That chef was dismissed the next day and the Claremont kitchen
limped along with a Coast Guard chef who cooked his crew's big meal at
noon and was happily available to pinch hit at the hotel.
"But we had no one to get breakfast. So Allen and Elsie stepped in, bless
their hearts, and though quite inexperienced, turned out eggs over easy (or
otherwise) and excellent buttered toast.
"By the end of that week, we hired yet another chef. This one had just
left a Bowdoin College kitchen when the college shut down for the season
and he came highly recommended as a 'sober family man.' We showed him
around and Allen and I retired to our camp greatly relieved that the har
rowing no-chef week had ended.
"Later that afternoon, Elsie stopped by and we asked her eagerly what
was on the Claremont dinner menu.
"'Nothing,' she said. 'The new chef just quit.'
"The next day was Sunday, August 1, one of our busiest days of the
year. All of us were back in the kitchen. Thank goodness, we got the chef
problem resolved before the week was out, and this time for good."
That was an improvement that was never detailed in Allen's newsletters
and while some of the others debated and postponed never materialized,
the proposed croquet court was more than a mere suggestion on Allen
McCue's agenda. As he was so often, he was quite serious about construct59

ing the "best croquet court on Mount Desert Island." And he waited just
one more year to do it.
In his Valentine's Day letter the following year, McCue reports as fol
lows: "A minor project in the fall was the leveling of some ground between
the hotel and the Phillips cottage for a croquet court. This was seeded on
September 21, 22 and 23. The seed was eaten by the birds on September
24, 25 and 26. We hope, however, for some sort of playable surface by July.
For early afternoon nappers, rooming nearby, who might be made restless
by the click of the balls and the vocabulary of the competitors we were
planning an afternoon croquet moratorium until 3:30."
And one year later, he explained to his readers that " . . .perhaps the most
significant project we have planned is the eradication of the dandelions on
the croquet court which we shall attempt to accomplish without the use of
environmentally obnoxious materials."
The line was buried in a long newsletter outlining plans for two new
cottages, the hotel's own, organic vegetable garden, improvements to
existing rooms and modest changes in the Claremont's already modest
rates. When Allen McCue told his correspondents the croquet weeding was
"the most significant project.. ." he intended the remark to be humorous.
Yet in his heart of hearts, he knew there was nothing funny about it. Be
cause for him the croquet court had become a kind of obsession. He had,
after all, meant what he said the year after the McCues had become propri
etors. He wanted the hotel to have nothing less than the finest croquet
court on Mount Desert Island, and one of the finest in New England.
His short descriptions of the work involved and the hours spent mini
mized the work actually done. The ground between the Phillips house and
the hotel main building was not merely leveled, it was excavated and filled
with a scientifically balanced mixture of sand and loam, then graded as
precisely as a table top, then sown with some of the same grass used on fine
putting greens and championship lawn tennis courts. As anyone who has
ever done it will tell you, working with bent grass on the briny coast of
downeast Maine poses climatic challenges that even an experienced horticul
turist might decide to avoid. For a self-taught gardener like Allen McCue,
the project was a constant reminder of nature's unpredictable ways.
For not only dandelions and crab grass and plantain sprouted where
there should have been only fine grass, but sub-zero winter temperatures
combined with anchor frosts and sheet ice to kill large patches of grass.
And in the spring, if fertilizers and herbicides were not applied at precisely
the right growth phase at precisely the correct amounts, great swaths of
what had been green grass could turn brown overnight and never recover
from the trauma of too much of a good thing. No, the 60-foot by 30-foot
emerald rectangle that Allen sought to fashion into the finest croquet court
on Mount Desert Island was a major addition to the Claremont holdings, a
fragile, lovely and care-consuming project that would bring the hotel a far
greater return than even its creator could have imagined when he and his
helpers first broke ground just west of the Phillips house.
Five years after those birds did a job on the court's initial seeding, the
first Claremont Croquet Classic was played to a finish on Labor Day week
end, 1976. Classic Number One was a croquet tournament played accord
ing to the Claremont Rules of Nine-Wicket Croquet, authored by Allen and
Gertude McCue, but most certainly inspired by and written by Allen.
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Champion and nationally ranked croquet player Andrew Short of
Bangor competes in the 1981 Claremont Croquet Classic.
His was no whimsical effort. In keeping with the significance he
granted the game and all the many hours of care and feeding he had
lavished on the Claremont court, Allen was quite serious when he formally
applied to the United States Croquet Association (USCA) for the
Claremont's membership and the appropriate USCA sanctions for the
tournament. After a year or so of consideration, the USCA did approve and
the Claremont Croquet Classic became the only such officially sanctioned
tournament in Maine.
Typically, McCue was ahead of his time. In the mid-Seventies, croquet
had not yet begun the rocketing rise in popularity that would begin early
the next decade. Surely in Southwest Harbor and the hamlets of its Mount
Desert neighbors, the game sailed directly into the mainstream on the
rising tide of Allen McCue's enthusiasm. He was a salesman by training
and talent, and he sold Claremont croquet to the populace the way Billy
Sunday had sold religion. The fire chief, the butcher, the grocer and the
lobsterman were each somehow persuaded of the bliss they could experi
ence if only they picked up a croquet mallet and came to play at the
Claremont.
Perhaps a dozen souls, including Allen and his doubles partner, Taylor
Chewning III, played in that first tournament which was completed in four
days. Again, thanks to the relentless energies of its organizer, the event was
well covered by the regional press, which did not fail to mention that
planning for the Second Annual Claremont Croquet Classic was already
underway.
Thus are legends born. The Twentieth Annual Claremont Croquet
Classic will surely be played, as will the Thirtieth and Fortieth and on into
the 21st century. For the event has acquired a kind of institutional momen
tum and become an indelible presence on Maine summer calendars, like
the Fourth of July and Labor Day. Feature articles and news reports about
the Classic have appeared in magazines as diverse as Victoria and
Downeast. Television features have been filmed and shown and newspaper
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1991 singles champion
Jean Cole confers with
Croquet Classic
founder Allen McCue.

columnists from across New England have made the Claremont Classic as
familiar as clambakes and blueberry pie.
It was Allen McCue who provided the original lift-off to the public
attention paid. With his instinctive talent for making the news, he did not
hesitate to go to the telephones when the pooh-bahs of the USCA with
drew the organization's sanction of the Classic. Six-wicket, said the USCA,
would henceforth be the only form of croquet to get its official approval.
Six-wicket, replied McCue on behalf of the Claremont Croquet Classic, is a
dull, ponderous game burdened by a turgid set of arcane rules designed to
frustrate would-be players. Nine-wicket, on the other hand, he argued
with any journalist who would listen, is designed for enjoyment, for easy
entry, for openness, for a kind of down-to-earth lack of pretension that fit
perfectly with the Claremont's own forthright simplicity and bright spirits.
There was, in the end, no contest. The Claremont Croquet Classic con
tinues as a nine-wicket game. And, as the years have passed, even the
USCA has given a bit of ground.
Among the many young people recruited by Allen McCue's enthusiasm
for the game were two brothers, John and Alan Madeira, sons of a family
that had summered in Southwest Harbor for years. Both John and Alan
were on the Claremont staff as teen-agers and Alan Madeira, then a break
fast chef, won the singles championship in the Third Annual Claremont
Croquet Classic in 1979. It was young Alan's first time as a competitor in a
sport that was to play an increasingly important role in his career. Several
years later, as croquet became a Claremont institution rather than a McCue
innovation, Alan made himself a mallet in the family garage. Once that
mallet was seen on the Claremont court, other players wanted one like it.
On the strength of those early requests, the Clarkpoint Croquet Com
pany was born. With Alan Madeira acting as its founder, designer, manu
facturer, business manager and sales representative, the company became
one of the nation's leading producers of top-quality, made-in-Maine cro
quet sets. Clarkpoint mallets, balls, wickets and stakes, each made in Alan
Madeira's small, busy shop on a hill west of the Claremont, have been sold
by Abercrombie & Fitch and other fine stores. There are hundreds of fine
Clarkpoint mallets in the hands of players the world over, and it's a sure
bet that very few of those players know that the company responsible is
run by a man who won his first croquet tournament as a teen-age breakfast
chef at the Claremont Hotel.
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(Clockwise, from top left) A pair of players
plan strategy; champion Robert Harris lines
up his next shot; a Clark Point croquet set on
display; Jay Madeira, named the Claremont's
manager in 1981, also contributes many hours
as a croquet referee.

And while the progression of young John Madeira, Jr. from the croquet
court and the Claremont dining room to much greater responsibilities was
influenced by Allen McCue's enthusiasm for the game, it was "Jay"
Madeira's energy, character and competence that got him named hotel
manager in 1981. The young man who had begun his career as a student
working at a summer job had been part of the Claremont's changes and
growth for most of the years of McCue ownership. Working at just about
every hotel job and growing with the Claremont improvements and ex
pansion, Jay Madeira was uniquely qualified to become its manager for the
80s and 90s. Always on the premises, overseeing every detail, assisting
every guest, maintaining the highest standards in the dining room and
throughout the hotel, Jay Madeira carried on the Claremont management
traditions established over the decades by Capt. and Mrs. Pease and two
Phillips generations.
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An aerial view of the Claremont in 1985 with its new dining
wing where the Pemetic House addition once stood.
As the Croquet Classics followed one after the other and often seemed to
make most of the headlines in the hotel news, a host of significant changes
and improvements followed one after the other, year after year as the
Claremont, like a great ship in dry dock, was overhauled from stem to stern.
Many of the most important improvements, in terms of the day-to-day
performance of the hotel's support systems, were seldom apparent to
guests. New dish-washers, a better hot water system for the laundry,
increased refrigeration for fresh foods, electrical rewiring and upgrades,
fresh linens....all of the internal essentials that could keep hundreds of
guests comfortably housed and properly fed were attended to each year.
And each year a major project was undertaken that would bring the most
fundamental systems up to the hotel's high standards.
These kinds of improvements were taken for granted and were not
often topics of conversation. But when the hotel's main building got a fresh
coat of its signature yellow, returning guests would comment on how
handsome the old place looked. Some even noticed the completely new
roof that was put there by Jay Madeira and five young Southwest Harbor
carpenters between the day in late September when the last guest departed
and the morning in early December when the first snowflake fell. And
everyone was much aware each time one of the eight new cottages was
added to the pair that the Phillips had acquired. With a total of twelve
cottages, (including two leased from neighbors), and the Phillips house,
the Claremont near the end of the 20th Century had more bedrooms out
side the main building than under its new roof.
If there was a single change that marked an end to one era and began
another that would forever be associated with the McCue ownership, it
began late in 1976 and concluded with appropriate fanfare in 1978. The
election of a new president from Plains, Georgia, and his subsequent
triumphs and crises in the Middle East may have been news heard around
the world, but on Clark Point during the winter of 1976-77, the major topic
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of discussion was the planned demolition of the Pemetic House. Although
few called it by its original name, the addition to the Claremont that Dr.
Phillips had moved from its Clark Point site had been part of the commu
nity for almost a century and attached to the Claremont for 65 years.
After the end of the 1976 season, Gertrude and Allen McCue had sought
the opinions of many people about how they might best renovate and
repair their hotel's original main building. As Gertrude explained in her
letter to Friends of the Claremont: "After a great deal of study and consul
tation," she wrote, "with architects and hotel experts we have reached the
decision that we can not use the main part of the Claremont as it is. The
renovations required, even to open the building, are prohibitive.
"We are, however, optimistic about the Claremont's long-range future."
As well they should have been. But 1977 was not a year of reassurance
for the Claremont's newest owners. They were all but convinced the heart
of their hotel needed a transplant. But, just as demolition papers were
about to be signed, then manager C. Matthew Landreau argued his case for
renovation and won. The towering landmark of a building was saved. By
mid-winter 1978, however, another plan took shape. The last of what had
begun life as the Pemetic House was scheduled for demolition. In its place
the foundations of a new dining room would rise from the slope overlook
ing Somes Sound. The new Dining Room (as it is capitalized for readers of
the hotel's directories and brochures) more than any other single renova
tion and addition, would proclaim the character and spirit of what the old
hotel could become.
Making the most of the space and location, the architects designed a
large, airy, open room with a ceiling that evokes a great tent raised on the
hillside. It is a feeling reinforced by the continuous line of windows on the
east and south sides, an all but unbroken glass expanse that opens on one
of the finest views in the northeast. Every table shares that view and at
breakfast diners can follow the turns of a lobsterman tending his traps
from the deck of a classic downeast lobster boat, or watch as a yacht slides
by on her way offshore, bright work gleaming and flags rattling in the
morning breeze.
At dinner, the transition from sunset to the long twilights of a Maine
summer becomes final when the lights on the Claremont dock trace the
outlines of the long pier and mark the dark waters beyond. Across Somes
Sound on clear evenings, Northeast Harbor glows; on those gray dusks
when fog spills inland from the sea, flowers in each of the Claremont's
window boxes gather droplets that gleam in the dining room's reflected
good cheer. ,
In keeping with its setting, the room's furnishings have an honest
elegance: simple bentwood chairs, crisp linen tablecloths, flowers at every
setting to complement the unpretentious but graceful stemware. It is very
much its own place, this dining room, unlike any other on the coast. And it
achieves this individuality because it combines the simplicity of the
Claremont's origins with a forthright contemporary design that takes full
advantage of its exceptional site.
Each year since it first opened in 1978, the dining room's menu has been
enriched with new recipes and fresh versions of Maine's classics: lobster,
fresh seafood, same-day blueberries and fresh garden vegetables. And each
year the wine list has acquired more depth and selection. This combination
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The tent goes up every
summer on the
Claremont lawn on the
final day of the Croquet
Classic. This one did
double duty during the
hotel's centennial
celebration.

of setting, menu and wine list has mellowed and matured to make dinner
at the Claremont one of the few truly exceptional dining experiences on the
coast.
The old Pemetic House had come to the end of its service and the new
dining room was needed if the Claremont's life as a seaside family hotel
was to continue. And while the dining room's design and construction
were a major project, its presence was important and reflected the tastes
and standards of the hotel's new owners.
Because it made such a forthright statement, the dining room reassured
hotel guests and friends that the Claremont's future was in good hands.
The best of what the hotel had been would continue to be combined with
the best of what it could be.
Further verification of all that the Claremont had been came during the
same year the new dining room opened when the hotel was officially
included on the National Register of Historic Places, an official designation of
the Claremont's place in the state's history as well as the nation's. This
distinction came just as the first plans were being discussed for the most
important birthday in the Claremont's long life: its 100th.
The official centennial celebration day was set for Saturday, August 18,
1984, 100 years to the day after George L. Grosvenor of Trenton, N. had
signed the register at Captain Pease's brand new Claremont House, adding
after his signature, a line reading "wife" and another that says "kid." A
place for families in its very first weeks, the Claremont has remained one
ever since.
And children of all ages were invited to the Claremont on that perfect
mid-August Saturday in Southwest Harbor. One of those sparkling, dry
cloudless days touched with the clarity of an autumn yet to come and
cooled by a gentle breeze from the northwest, the Claremont's 100th Birth
day Party began early in the evening as more than 300 celebrants arrived in
response to the open invitation Allen and Gertrude McCue had extended to
the people of Southwest Harbor. Some wore period costumes, all brought
their bright smiles and party spirits.
There was a range of entertainments to delight every taste. Alpine horns
stretched along the Claremont lawn, their sonorous notes echoing across
Somes Sound. The Royal River Philharmonic Jazz Band had traveled from
Yarmouth for the party and when its Dixieland music paused, there was
flute concert, piano dinner music for the hundreds of guests dining under
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Allen and Gertrude McCue toast their Claremont's 100th year on
Saturday afternoon, August 18,1984.
the vast, striped tent. And of course there were speakers to take proper
note of the auspicious occasion. Gertrude and Allen welcomed one and all;
their son Bill did the same and congratulated each of the staff who had
worked so hard to make the celebration a smoothly functioning reality.
Other speakers included Philip Geyelin, former editorial page editor of
the Washington Post, and actor-producer William Morris Hunt, both
longtime friends and guests of the Claremont. Sanford Cousins, a retired
AT&T vice-president, traveled from his home in Brunswick to reminisce
about his duties as the Claremont's office clerk during his school-boy
summers of 1915 and 1916. Reading from a journal he had kept each of
those years, Cousins told his audience his duties included filling each of
the hotel's kerosene lamps and trimming their wicks; lighting those lamps
each evening; cranking the Victrola; and carrying pitchers of ice water to
each room every night. For this work, and whatever other jobs were asked
of him, he was paid $3 a week during July and $4 a week in August. Ac
cording to his calculations, he earned a total of $53.16 for the 1915 season
and $87.70 for the next, when he became more experienced at informing
the hotel guests that tips were always welcome.
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As the speakers wound down and the sun settled in the evening sky, a
National Geographic photographer took over the microphone and began
persuading the hundreds of guests to help him take a very special photo
graph for his magazine which planned to publish an article on coastal
Maine. Positioned halfway down the slope that rolled from the hotel's
waterfront porch to the boathouse, the photographer cajoled everyone to
gather as closely together as they could with the Claremont behind them
and Allen and Gertrude McCue in the foreground. At a signal, everyone
was to raise their glasses in unison to toast the Claremont's splendid past
and bright future. In a fortuitous bit of timing, everyone, including the
children, did just that and the photograph, which did indeed appear a few
months later in full color in the magazine, was, and still is, a masterpiece
that deftly catches the moment.
After that, the bands played until dark and then it was time for a stun
ning fireworks display.
The night was perfect: all but windless, clear and dark. Each bursting
rocket was properly cheered by the crowd that included dozens of men
and women who had, like Sanford Cousins, worked at the Claremont over
the years, some of them on the staff, others as independent contractors
whose plumbing, woodworking and electrical skills had kept the place
functioning through the decades. On that August evening, each of them
could take pride in having been a part of the splendid enterprise called the
Claremont whose birthday they were helping to celebrate.
When the final, noisy and wondrously explosive rockets had been fired,
the music resumed and those guests who stayed took off their shoes and
danced on the velvet grass of the croquet court, touched by the lights of
the porch. One boy of six, Chris Cadwell, entranced by the music, danced
alone, moving to free-flowing, exuberant rhythms of the Dixieland beat
and the sounds he heard within himself. Other dancers paused to watch
and seemed to understand that this moment of youthful expression boded
well for the Claremont's future.
Past, present and future, the Claremont has always been a place where
children can be as free and relaxed as older generations. On the southwest
corner of the hotel porch a ring hangs from the top of a post on a long
string. If it is properly swung, the ring will arc toward the next post where
a small peg waits. Experts can swing the ring so it reaches the top of its
swing, hesitates and is caught on the peg.
It looks easy when it's done just right. As generations of young
Claremont visitors have learned after many hours of ring swinging, there
is more to the trick than meets the eye. Some of the children who try the
game for the first time are well instructed, however. They are the young
sons and daughters of parents who spent their first summer holidays at the
Claremont a generation before.
This sort of loyalty is the rule, not the exception, at the Claremont.
Grandparents, parents, children and their children plan their Maine sum
mers a year ahead, knowing that the Claremont will be much the same sort
of place they left the year before. In an age when the pace of change keeps
accelerating until it outruns all but the most determined, the Claremont
had become a kind of sanctuary, a place where the past is present, a place
where memories are kept. It is, as one guest has said, a place where "...you
can pull off the information highway for a while and take a breather."
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The Claremont's stability and the reassurance it nurtures is a carefully
managed resource. For although the hotel is a far different place than it
was at the turn of the century the feelings it generates are those of an old,
essentially unchanged friend. This is true because each of the three families
who have owned the Claremont has always resisted making the hotel
something other than what it has always been: a place of essential comforts
and conveniences that never seems to lose its gentle integrity.
Few visitors to the Claremont fail to recognize its unique qualities; and
most of them return for more. They come from everywhere, these loyalties,
and include all sorts of people, some of them nationally prominent. But,
unlike Bar Harbor in the Twenties, neither Southwest Harbor nor the
Claremont has aspired to any notoriety, nor does either seek a reputa
tion as host to the "rich and famous." Just the opposite, in fact.
To maintain the qualities that have made the Claremont what it has
been for more than a century, and, at the same time, to provide the services
and conveniences guests expect: that is the challenge that is continually
posed to Claremont owners.
Almost every one of those years has seen major upgrade or addition to
the hotel's infrastructure and accommodations, yet each has been accom
plished in such harmony with the Claremont's character that some of the
changes were scarcely noticed and those that were have each been ac
cepted as a natural progression. The hotel dock, for example, was all but
completely replaced in 1989, but the work done was so perfectly in keep
ing with the dock's original design that only a few observant mariners
were aware of the complete overhaul.
It is this attention to tradition and detail that monitors every new addi
tion and modification. When guests returned for the 1992 season, they
discovered the new Clark Point Room where the Phillips House garage
and storage shed had previously been. Transformed to a light and airy
meeting room with fir paneling and a brick fireplace, the Clark Point room
can seat an audience of 90 and is used by hotel guests who attend bi
weekly public lectures and recitals arranged and chaired by Gertrude
McCue. Other times, the new room is transformed to a cheery space for
wedding receptions, club meetings and business seminars.
But in terms of change within its century plus framework, none is
perhaps more substantial, and yet more appropriate, than the work that
went on in the Claremont's main building during the 1993-94 winter. The
entire insides of the second and third floors—the principal bedroom floors
of the building Edward Glover and his crew had constructed for Captain
Pease and his, wife 111 winters before—were carefully taken apart. In their
place, carpenters, electricians and plumbers built 20 somewhat larger
bedrooms, each with its own full closet, bath, heat and extended fire pro
tection.
As the Claremont heads into its second century, the hotel seems wellprepared for whatever the future may bring. The croquet court is velvet
green, there are flowers on each dining room table, rockers are lined in
formation on the porch as they have been season after season after season
and will be for all the foreseeable future. For as more than a century has
proved, the Claremont will prevail ". . .as a place of plain living and high
thinking."
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There is a poem in the Claremont files, left there by a guest who stayed
for a few weeks during the summer of 1989. Many such efforts at catch
ing the Claremont essence in verse have been composed over the de
cade; such poems have become something of a tradition. This one is a
fine representative.

Love Letter
The Claremont's a Mount Desert inn
Which visitors love to stay in.
They come from afar
By sail, wing and car
Oldsters and young - plump and thin.
Some sink in the dear rocking chairs
And at once shed their world-weary cares.
One gazes at the view
And life blossoms anew
Giving strength to meet social affairs.
Some will sail when winds blow the right way,
If they don't, there is always croquet,
Or tennis - golf, too
Lots of things we can do,
Even boat-watching out on the bay!
At breakfast you're met with a smile,
At the phone you are shown how to dial
At dinner, p'taters
Are served by suave waiters:
Male and female in haute-cuisine style.
So at times when your thoughts are adrift,
Ride up to your room in the lift.
You'll find it's not risky,
The service quite frisky,
Polite, very willing, and swift.
Upstairs in my bedroom I lie,
Annoyed at how fast the days fly.
But I'll thank the young staff
Who have oft made me laugh. . .
I'll return, so I won't say good-bye.
A page from the
Claremont Register,
July 1886.
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Spanning more than a century, this story of one of
Maine's landmark hotels begins when Mount Desert
was a rugged and wild island with few roads and a
handful of fishing and farming families.
Those were the days when the very first visitors "from
away" traveled by steamboat to Bar Harbor and from
there walked the same mountain trails that would, a
century later, be hiked by millions of visitors.

Southwest Harbor's Claremont Hotel, on the shores of
Somes Sound, has been there, steadfast and relatively
unchanged, throughout all those tumultuous transi
tional years. This is its story and the story of Mount
Desert as well.
It is also the story of the three families who have each
been owners of the Claremont during its first 110
years. They gave the Claremont the energy and the
guidance that has meant more than its survival; they
gave it its distinction.
A narrative and social history rendered in lively prose
and scores of rare, period illustrations, Summer Hotel is
a book that can be enjoyed by everyone who has ever
visited the coast of Maine, or wished they could.

